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ABSTRACT

Krista Lee Fritz
WRITThN GUIDANCE DOCUMENT FOR MUNICIPALITIES FOR
STORM WATER PEMITTTING IN GLOUCEST3R COUNTY
1996
Professor Gary Patterson
Master of Arts Degree in Environmental Edudation and Conservation

To date, no such general permit has been issued to an individual
municipality for stormwater disohargers.

This thesis focused on the

dasign of a stormwater characterization plan that was acceptable to the
New Jersey Department of Enviroumental Protection and proVided the basis
for municipal stotwiater permitting by municipalities within Gloucester
County.
The author produced a written guidance document that

enabled

individual municipalities located in Gloucester County to research data
on and design on their own, using this step-by Step approach to
storwater

permitting, a plan that is

acceptable to NJDEP for a

"General

Municipal Stormwater" permit to control stormwater discharges within
their geographical areas.
The production of this

guidance document involved establishing a

working definition of nonpoint source pollution and creating for
municipal officials a list of available resources on NPS as approved by
the OSEPA,

NJDEP, and NJDOA.

An intensive examination and critique of

all resource9 enabled the author to produce a written guidance document
fox Stormwater permitting processes to be used by municipal officials
located in

Gloucester County.

be adoptable to all

iunicipalities

It was envisioned that this document will
locatad throughout the State of New

Jersey for stormwater permitting and watershed planning.
Computer modeling was perfcrmed as an evaluation exercise
that the data was both meaningful and useful in
of this guidance document.

to show

the overall develonment

MINI - SSTRACT

Krista Lee Fritz
WRITTRN GTIDANCE DOCID4ENT FOR MlTNICTPIAITTIES FOR
STORM WATER PEEMITTIICG IT GLOUCESTER COINTY

1996
Professor Gary patterson
Naster of Arts Degree in Environmental EdVcation and Conservation

To date,

no such general permit has been issued to an individual

municipality for storawater dischargerS.

This thesis focused on the

design of a stormwater characterization plan that was acceptable
New Jersey

to the

tepartment of Enviro=ental Protection and provided the basis

for munnicpal storAwater peritting by municipalities within Gloucester
County.
It was envisioned that this dooument will be adoptable to all
municipalities located throughout the State ot New Jersey for stormwater
permitting and watershed plaaning.
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CIAPTER 1

INTrTRODCTIOT
This thesis proposal outline concentrated on preparing a stormwatlr
characterizwtibn plan for individual municipalities
County or Gloucester.

located in the

A characterization plan was providej by the

author to describe the current natural features, rainfall,
infrastructures

and general

associated with the watersheds contained within

Gloucester County.
The purpose was to
reliably

treate background data that was

and consistently recr-aed as neasurable re:crd rainfall

and to

alter or redesign the database to include parameter identification of
pollu ants discharged during a storm event.
mathematically and statistically

The information was then

manipulated to calculate runoff rates

commonly associated with the current infresTrsCtures located within

Gloucester County.

The author further assumed that this data will help

other municipalities located in New Jersey to calculate, design and
implement their

own stormwacer programs and to apply to the State of New

Jersey for a municipal saormi
such a program in

water permit.

There

is

not currently

place within the NJ3EP.
STATEME=T OF FACT

The Clean Water Enforcement Act,
Pollution Control Act.

Systems

P L,.190,

C 2-, modified the Water

The New Jersey Pollutant Discharge Elimination

("NJPDES") regulations were incorporated into the Water

Pollution Control Act
Enfrcermaent ALCt
regulations,

(Chapter 1i) and were amended by the Clean water

EffetivC April !i9L . Incoeporated into the NJFDES

were the inclusion of individual

Page
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industrial and general

stormwater dischargers in the Szate of New Jersey.

The Federal Clean

Water Act also takes into account municipal stormwater dischargers
within the State of New Jersey.

PROBLEM

To date, no such general permit has been issued
municipality for s-ormwater dischargers.

6o

This thesis

an individual
nfcused on the

design of a stormwacer characueriza-ion plan that was acceptable to the
New Jersey Department of Environmental Prctection and provided the basis
for municipal stormwater permitting by munioipalities within Glcucester
County

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The author produced a written guidance documern

that enabled

irdividual municipalities located in Gloucester County to research data
on and design or their own, using this step-by-step approach tn
stormwater permitting, a plan that is acceptable to NJDEP for a "Genersl
Municipal Stormwater" permit to Control strMlwateLr discharges within
their geographical areas
SITOIPTCACE

OF THE STfllY

The NJPDES permitting program and enforcement elements within the
New Jersey Deportment cf Environmantal Protection have been instrumental
in moving forward with the "relatively" new regulations promulgated
under the Clean Water Enforcement Act

("CVWA") of 1991, specifically as

the NJPDES section mandated that mandatcry minimum civil
administrative penalties hs assessed for violations of this Act and that
stormwater dischargers of industrial regulatea activities that did not
formally have a NJPDES permit, apply far an stormwaier permit based on
the businesses Standardized

industrial Classification Code, as

registered within the State of New Jersey.
2age
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Four years later. the

Department has revised the Clean water Enforcement Act (April l9R)

and

its approach to he more friendly to the envircnment and to businesses

has resulted in the recognition of less enforcement and more pollution
prevention measures.

Therefore.

there existed the need to not only establish at a

minimum. the guidance that municipalities need to be knowledgeable about
the program, but to set forth a program that way he implemented to make
thc NJPCES permit application process less corrmplex.

The guidance

document needed to show how to collect data. sample for data, understand
the data. etc., all in an effort to extend public education through such
outreach programs by making the necessary information available,
Municipal guidelines nave not yet been established to help the

non-regulated community design and implement such a plan.

The

nfrormation that the author provided was both meaningful to the NJDEP
permitting and enforcement programs, and useful to the non-regulated
Ceounities; whose' task and great undertaking it will he to comply,
REVIEW OF RELAAT

LITIEATUE

Stormwater runoff as a result of past and present land use practices
in

Cew Jersey has had a detrimental affect on both the quality and

qanarnity of life.

Farmers never believed -hat the addition cL toxic

chemicals and carcinogenic fertilizers that were land applied, would
ever reach the fields and streams that our cattle graze on and replenish
their thirsts; nor would it end up in the milk that our children drink'

These are some very disturbing and alarming thoughts.
Environmental protection and regulation in the State of New Jersey
was very prominent in addressing all of the regulated industrial
activities that occurred throughout the state and ha-e been forthright
in bringing a great percentage of these polluters ino comuliance with
their permit.

It is commonly perceived that the Department, however,
Page
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has been chastised and criticized to some extent that New Jersey has
over regulated industrial activities.

In response to public opinion.

the Department had to readdress the stormwater regulations under the
NJPDES permitting process and focus on pollution preventioa strategies.
Pitt et.'al
compiles

has conducted a study of toxic pollutants and has

data charts and has made inferences to the sources of these

pollutants, the degree of destruction, and has proposed methods of its
treatability [Pitt, 199S).

Numerous studies have been conducted across

the U.S. to show how storm water degradation occurs.
The review of related literature that I prepares to use to produne
this guidance document focused mainly on the samplirg, collecting and
managing the data in such a way that abstract findirgs ir quantitative
terms enabled me to design a plan to predict and prevent the stormwater
problems associated within Gloucester County.

Tt also aided in

helping

municipalities within Glocester County to comply wih the NJDEP'S
Bureau of Stormwater Permitting program.
PROCEDURES/METHODOLOGY
The author has contacted several key people to elicit comment and to
gather rainfall data at different locations within Gloucester County
The Site locations were site specific in order to develop a
characterization plan based on the collected data.

Using the available

data, the author attempted to predict flows and tc construct computer
models comprised of all needed variables.

The compilation of all

materials and the related literature enabled the aunior

o design,

construct ard operate prevention measures my provicing planning
incentives which may be adopted or adapted by different municipalities
=or implementing stcrmwater programs.

The purpose of the study was to

help the locale get involved in the permitting process to insure
compliance with the NJPDES regulations.
Page - 4

ASSUMPTIONS

AED LIMITATIONS

-t is assumed that the author has sufficient knowledge of the
prcgram. and its requirements given her professional
It

experience.

is assumed that internal input may be forthcoming as to comments

from both cclleagues and peers that may add or take away from thesis
intent.
It

is

assumed that such a general plan may be envisioned for

municipal permitting.
It

is

assumed that the author will work directly with the Bureau of

Stormwater 'ermritting to stay apprised of all changes in the permit
requirements.
The data collected and inferences made to the study will be
meanirngfj

and useful.

It is assumed that the sampling techniques implored will be field
test only due to the expense of precision sampling and lack of
sophisticaed tools.
A limiuation of the study may be collecting reliable and ample data
to perform the analysis.
A limitation cf the suudy is the

Garget audience,

local officials

(money, politics, restraints, etc.).
A limitation is that the plan must be written at the locel
efficial's level of interpretation.
The study is limited to Glousester County.
be modified or adapted

LO

Hohever, the study may

other nmunicipalities located in New Jersey.
RACKCROmD

The author possessed the professional experience of data collection
and sampling in the field during rainfall events and was knowledgeable
about the direction and rate of flow which discharged from an outfall or
overland flow.

The author was an employee of the New Jersey Department
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of Environmental Protection for over six years in regulatory compliance
of the NJPDES and other regulations.

The author has worked at Municipal

Waste Water Assistance Element for two years, and was familiar with the
National Environmental Protection Act (NE'A 197C)
several environmental impact statements.

and has produced

The author has the aptitude to

view plans. blueprints, etc. to ascertain ir

an combines

sewer, design

flow. or an infilrration/infow equation results in higher conductivity
of s-urface water flow than the original design.
The author has worked within the Bureau of Standard Permitting for 6
months and has tad the responsibility to consistently confer with peers
in enforcement to determine what measures were appropriate to facilitate
compliance with a permit.

And. the author, currently with the Southern

Bursau of Water and Hazardoaj

waste Enforcement. was the comprliance

monitor and sampling coordinator for many different regulated facilities
and activities.

Field experience was mairnained by Foing out in the

field on routine inspections at a minimal of two times per week

And,

most irportancly, as an internal employee, the author was at a greater
advantage to prepare something for the Department and the municipalities
of Gloucester County that warrants review.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Related Literature

This chapter is a review of related literature
Water Art,

nr the Federal Clean

formerly referenced as the Federal Water Pollution Control

AcE, and the 19E7 and 1913

amendments to the Act, as amended by United

States Congress and the S'ate of New Jersey.
the histcrical

The review concentrated on

aspects of the federal Clear Water Act,

Act, the Clean water Enforcement Act, the National
ElimXir-tion System (NPDES)
Elimination Systems

the Water Quality

Follutant Discharge

and the New Jersey Pollutant Discharge

(NJPDES)

rules and regulatisrs.

The legislative

history of the Clean Water Act was reviewed and presenred so that a
relationship between

hne previcus practices

of regulation for the

control or pollutants and the revised methcds for control pollution
prevention strategies can be established.

A literature

review was also

performed on comparing and contrasting various guidance documents

and

training modules to show the similarities and differences between che
approaches.

Curriculum design for writing guidance documents

was

reviewed as well
This review focused on five subject areas:
l

Legislative Hiscory of the Federal Water Pollution Control ACT
its role in establishinc regulations for compliance

and

with pollutant

discharges;
2.

Clean Water Act(s)

and the Water Quality Act(s)

as amended to show

the effect that these regulations have on the regulated communities;
3.

NPDES and MJPDES Program requirements

and their direct relationship

to establishing guidelines contained within the guidance document:

Page
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4.

A literature

review comparing and contrastirg various guidance

documents as a principle means for disseminating information about
permitting processes;
5.

and

Review of curriculum development and objective based goals.

Federal Water PollutioT

Control ACT

This chap er is a review of related literature on the Federal Clean
Water Act, formerly referenced as the Federal

TWaer Pollution Control

Act. and the 1987 and 1991 amendments to the Act, as amended by United
States Congress and the State of New Jersey. "The Federal Water
Pollution Control Act as we know it today is a highly evolved statute.
Its legislative roots stretch back to the Rivers and Harbors Act of
1B99. over ninety four years ago"

(CWA of

Due to
DSB7,1993,?reface}.

its voluminous administrative and legislative amendments emanating in
1699 through 1993
utilize

{reauthorized April 21. 1994}.

the author decided to

the form ard style depicted by the reference titled, The Clean

Water Act on 1967, to summarize the
how it
(IPDES)

impo-tance of the Act and explain

led to the National Follutant Discharge Eliwinatior
regulations governing

Tne legislative

System

stormwater permitting.

findings of the Federal Clean Wa::er Act

summarized using a historic approach for easy referencing.
within this Act, the 1937 Amendments

authorized Title

the National Pollutant Disnharge Elimination System
program rhat

is

the heart of the Act"

(CWA 0o

IV,

(CWA) were
Contained

"estaolishirg

[NPFES)

1987,1993,p.18

permit
.

NPtFS permits are the key to enforcing the effluent limitations
water quality standards of the Act"

(Ibid.:.

"The
and

It is through the NPDES

permit section that point source and nonpoint sources of pollution are
discussed.

In

evaluating

reauthorizations,

the effectiveness

of the CWA over the past

the United States Environmernal Protection Agency

8

two

(USZPA) and the New Jersey Departmner.L oa Environmental Prorection
(NJDPF) have

joined forces in a collaborative effort to

Azt through a "watershed"
Course.

Management

The literature
dccument

review cornained within this

intent to -acilitate

officials
it

(Statewide Watershed

995).

was prepared

This literature

permitting approach

rzrengther. the

writ-en guidance

for municipal utilities
compliance with the

review

and officials

with the

Federal Clean Water Act

was intended to familiarize the runicipal

wi-h the NPEDS permit

regulations pursuant to the CWA.

was intended to explain in great detail

Also,

the NPDES regulations

pursuarn to the stormwater rules governing municipal discharges to
separate storm sewers and define nonpcint source pollut-on
Nonpoint source pollution as it
boundaries were discussed and
for establishinc

(tP3)

to land use and watershed

relates

methodologies were employed in

Chapter :

localized starmwEter management guidance document

planning for the municipalities located in

Gloucester County.

and the NJDaP have created various databases containing vas.
information that murncipalties
management plan in

can utilize

-o

complete their

The USEPA
retrievable
stormwater

accordance wihn the watershed monitoring pilot

plan.

The Clean Water Act has seen over one hundred years cf charges since
its initial

attempt to provide environmental

resources.

The his-orical

Act

legislation

1995,p.74) .
firi

all

data for the Federal Water Pollction Ccrtrcl

started with the :199 Rivers and Harbor Act

The Water

significant

ollution Crorrol Act!(WCA)

'egislation

water pollution control,
process

protection of our natural

of implementation,

(Klaudi,

of 1948 Tarks the

passed by the United States Congress for

As the legislation

was written and was in

the

nunerous qiest'ons were encountered with its

enforceability and interpretation of the Federal statute.
urgent need co make amendl.entS to the WPCA (the Act)

Page - S

There became a

for clarification

curposes

AS such, the Act was again amended in the Water Pollution

Control Act Extension of 1952, the Federal
of r956, and t-he

Water Fnllution Control Act

ederal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments cf 196.

(Klaudi,i995p. l ).
Now t'hat guidelines and rules governing the discharges of municipal
treatment facilities were in place, federal funding was afforded to
prcvide capital and revenues to build trueament facilities within
specific design criteria

gaidelines

establ'shed by the federal

regulations. Individual State authorities who adopted the Federal
Statutes

-n its entirety

and demonstrated to have a State prcgram at

etst as stringent as the Federal program for water quality control were
awarded grant monies £or the construction and operation of publicly
cwned treatment works

(POTW)

.

This federal money was made possible

with the passage cf the Water Quality Act of 1965 described below.
The Water Quality Act of 1iS5.
Water Pollution Ccntrol Act cf

Public Law S9 234, and the Federal

&965 (P.L.

4-66GG)

together sought to

"prcv-de federal assistance" ard '-eneral enforcement programs for all
municipal dischargers"

(CWA of

987,1993,p.5E

in a concerted effort to

help rjnicipalities build publicly owned treatment facilities that would
meet the effluent limitations and water qualitv based standards tc
achieve at a minit.uma,
sLatute,
lIboid..

federal

secadary treatment.

assistance t3 municipal treatment agencies increased"

The Water Quality Act of 196S

stanaards and effluent linitations
discharges to be used in
waters

"With each successive

(Ibid.,p.6).

established water quality based

based on collected data of knowr-

terms of assessing pollution of interstate

However,

despite the great undertakirg of financirg

and building adequate treatment facilities,

there still

were no reas

provisions that governed regulatorv compliance with the FWPCI
and its amendments in

1965.

:he author has made -he assumption that a limited amount of
regulatory compliance and enforcement occurred at this point in time
since the Federal government was struggling to write, interpret and
enforce the provisions of the Act.

The federal government

recognized this Short fall and set down to revarnm
Act and
fc-

o- replace

also

the 1965 uWaer Quality

it with ar Act that would set statutory precedence

water qua'ity controls.

The Clean Wazer Act of 1972 did exactly

that.
"On October 18, 1972, ;rogress overrode a presidential veto to enact
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
(CKA o = 1397,1993,p. )".

(?L 92 500)

This piece of legislation proved to be the

anticipated milestone provision that strengthered the Act. "The Federal
Government, through EPA, assumed the dominant role in directing and
defining water pollution control programs across the country (Ibid).
"Section 101, 'Declaration of Goals and Policy,"

(1972 Act)

sated, "The

objective of this Act is to restore and maintain the chemical,
physical. and biological integrity of the Nation's waters"
Clean rater Act of 19_87

(Ibid).

The

(1993) also explains that.

"the same section set down two "national goals"
(1) elininating
the discharge of polluta-ts into navigational waters by 1965, ann
(2) achieving an irrerim water quality level that would protect
fish, shell-ish, and wildlife, while providing for recreation in
and on the watr wherever
hrvrattainable" (CWA of 1837,1993,p9,10;
"Secticn 101 of the 1972 Clean Water Act, specifically Sections 101
(a 3 through Sections 101(a) (7

set up national nclicv reg-lations

as

follows:

101;a)( 3)

it is the national policy that the discharge

of

toxic pollutants in toxic concentrations be
prohibited;
101(a) (4):

it is naticnal Policy that Federal financial
assistance be provided to construct publicly owned

Page
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treatment works;
Ol01a) (5):

it is the national policy that areawide waste
t-eatmsnt management planning processes be
developed and inplemented to assure adequate

control of sources of pollutants in each state:
10i .A} 6):

it is the national policy that a major research and
demonstration method be made to develop technology
necessary tc eliminate the discharge of pollutants
into the navigational waters, waters of

the

contiguous zone, and the ocears;
101 (a(7):

iT is the national policy that orograws for the
controls of nonpcint sources of pollution be
developed and implemented in en expeditious manners
as to enable the goals of this Act to be met
thrcugh the control of both point and nonpoint
Sources of pollution "

Holmes

Law

(CIA of 1987,p.63,64)

(19?9,p.2) argued tha- the Clean Water Act of 1972k

Public

500 placed "izs major emphasis on point source controls" and

92

little or no emphasis on nonpoint source pollution.
further stated that "nntil
(F;PCA)

Holmes (1l99.p.l)

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act

was completely revised by Fublic Law 92 500 (he

amendments of 1972),

FWPCA

EPA's program for dealing with r¥onpoint source

pollution was limited to research "w olTes, 179,p I)

Instead, the

Department of Agriculture took the lead in establishing programs through
Service's a¢ricultural conservation program
Sonrsrvation

"the Soil

(ACP}, the Federal-State extension service's
program, and the pesticide registration

canervatiOn education

and labeling program,

administered until 1971, by nae Agricultural Research Service, and since
then,

the EPA"

(Ibid.)
Page
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Holmes {1579,p.2) wias convinced that the 1972 Clean Waer Act did
not mention nonpcint source po:lution in its definition. On the
contrary, the federal statute required regulation cf nonpoint source
pollution in

its definition by exclusion

This '172Clear Water Act was

still open 'or interpretation and as such, Section 2C0
1981 to include nonpoint sources.

was amended in

Section 208 of the 1972 Clean Water

Act was amended in 1981 to include:
"(1)guidelines

0o

for identifying &nd evaluating the nature and extent

nonpoLnt sources or pollutants, and (2)processes, procedures, and

methods to control pollution from:
a. agricultural and silviculture activities, including
runoff from fields and crops and forest lands;
b. mining activities. including runoff and siltation from
new, currently ope-ating, and abandoned surface ano
underground mines:
c.all construction activity, including runoff frcm the
facilities resulting from such construction;
d. the disposal of pollutants in wells or, in subsurface
excavations:
e.

salt water intrusion resulting from reductions of

fresh water flow from any cause, includirg extraction of

grond wate-, irriaation, obstruction and diversioniard
f
changes 'n the movement, flow or circulation of any
navigational waters or ground waters"
(CWA of 1937,1993,p.169).
The Water Quality Act of 1RS7 was amended to include specific

cuidelines for nonpoint sources.

"Section 319 and Section 402(p)

specifically deal with NPS pollution"

(PA,' 9B9,p.2.4).

this Act requires that each state must assess nonpoir.i
polluticr within its boundaries.

"Section 315 cf
sources of

State in-estications must identify

nonpoint sou-ces of pollution that contribute to water quality problems,
as well as waters or stream segments unlikely to meet water quality

standards without additional nonpoint source controls "(CWA of
1987,193S,p.41)

.

"lhe EPA NPS agenda for
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(198S 1993) under Section

319:... To protect and restore designated uses of the nation's waters by
providing strong leadership for the National nonpoin- source program and
by helping states and local governments Overcome barriers tc successful
implemerntation cf NPS measures"(EPA,1989,p.2.5).

'New Jersey passed its version of the federal WPCA on July 2^, i977"
(Klaujdi, 199SSp.1,
Title 58:10-.

cited in New Jersey Water Pollution Control Act,

1977.p.371).

Water Enforcement Act, P.L.
Pollution Control Act

And. in 1990. New Jersey passed the Clean
9o90.

c.28, which modified the Water

(Klaudi,1995,p.16).

The NJPDES regulations were

incorporateo into the Water Pollut-on Contrcl Act
amended by the Clean Water Enforcement Act

(Chapter 14) ard were

(Effective April

991}.

Incorporated into the NPDES, New Jersey copied the federal statutes ot
NPDES and renamed it tne New Jersey Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System

(NJPDES)

regulations, whereas it included the irdividvua

ir.dustrial and general stormwater dischargers in the State of New
Jersey.

The Federal Clean Water Act also takes into account municipal

stormwater dischargers within the State of New Jersey.

A great neea or

concern a-ose within the New Jersey (NJ) Legislature which prompted this
Act, stating:

"thse Enactment of :te Clean Wa:ter Enforcement Act
was prompted ny a risirg concern with the Legislature that the NJPDES permit program was not being
taker seriously enough, either by =he nepa-tment or
permittees. coupled with a more general frustration
over lagging progress in improving surface water
qoality throughout the State. Proponents of the CWEA
cited data ccllected for the Environmental Protection
Agency by The department and local wastewater treatment
entities showing a high incidence of non-compliance
by both municipal and industrial permi-tees, including
instances of sianificant single exoeeeances of specific
discharge limits, as well as chronic exceedances over
time 11
/Klaudi, i995, p.17, cited in New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection & Energy, Office of Enforcement Policy, Second Annual
1, March 1993, p i)
5-10A-l1
Reaort cf the CWEA-N J SA
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Clean Water Enforcement and the water Quality Acts
The

"NPDES and NJPDSS PCerittirg Programs'"Klaudi, 1935,p.18)

are

the "key to enforcing the erfluent limitations and water quality
standards of the Ant"'(CWA of 1957, 19,p.8)
covered in L0 Code of Federal Regulations
CPR,

1994].

(aOC:R] Parts 122.1 122.£4

(40

4D CFR Part 122.1, subpart A, ccnt-ins definitions aPrd

general program requirements
part o'

NJPDES regulations are

'Part 122.1-122.',pS118 -127

Provided as

this literature review as Appendix A was 3 list of the relative

definition of terms for NJPDES permits.

Additionally. iC CFR Part

122.26 contains the rules and regulations governing "stormwater
discharo-e

(applicable -o Stae NPD3S programs, see 123.25 "(40 CFR,

1944,p.144-161).

The regulations cited above are for the point source

discarges of stormwater.

These sources include:

"(iii)discharge

from a large

.urnicipal separate

storm sewer systemand, (iv)a discharge from a
medium municipal separate stc-m sawer, and, (v)discharge which the Director. or in States with ar
approved NPDES prngrams, either the Director or
the EPA Regional Adainistratcr, determines to
contribute to a violation of a water quality standard
or is a significant contributor or pollutants
to waLers of the tiLted States. This designation
may inc-ude a discharge from any conveyance or
system of cor-veyances used for collecting and
conveying stormwater runoff or a system of discharges
from municipal separate storm sewers, except for
those discharges from conveyances which do not
reqJire a permit under paragraph (a)(2) of this
section or agricultural stormwater runoff whinc is
exempted from the definition of point source at
122 2" (40 CFR,Part 122. 2,p 144)
As previously discussed, 40 CR Far: 122.5 (D) C3)Large and medium
municipal aeparate sewer systems"(40CFR,1994,p.1t4) require NPDES
permits, as do combined sewer systems
a "large municipal separate
separate storm sewers

[bid ,p l'S
1

-

he defirition of

storm sewer system" means all municipal

(Ibid.)

:tat have a population greater than or

equal to 250,OCO(40 CFR Part 122.26

((4

(i)

(iii))

r part of a "major

municipal separate storm sewer outfall...as descrined in
Page
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Part

122.26(5) (40CFR.1594.p.FS).

The definition of a "municipal separate

storm sewer system" was that of an "inoorporated place with a population
of 10.0OD0 or more but less than 250,000

(Ibid.).

These definitions

are needed to show how point source discharges of stormwater, whether
municipal o- industrial in nature are defined and the rules governing
the regulated activity are published in the federal register.

Relative

definition of teras for stormwater discharges are also listec in
Appendix A.
NPDES and KJPDES Programs
Rules and regulations that govern nonpoint source (NPS) disachares
have not yet been published in the New Jersey regiser although the
NPDES permitting program has published rules in the federal regis-er.
To date, the State of New Jersey has nnt adopted in total those rules,
anc are far behird in tie actual implementation of those rules
(Cohen. personal co.munication. NJDEP.Bureau of Stormwater Permittins,
acknowledgement).

The USEPA has recognized that individual States have

not yet met compliance dates, even with extensions to these dates, and
at this point in time, are not requiring the

TJDEP to permit all NPS

discharges within their boundaries, although it
by USEPA.

EPA C 989) stated that "the recent

stems from the Water Quality Act of 1987
a

will occur as mandated
inin
intere

(P.L. 100-4),

NPS pollution
which represents

congressional snift trcm 15 years at NPS pollution planning and

problei

identification to a new National NPS program

(p 2 1)

Currer.ly. the USEFA is sponsoring training programs to individual
States on the Latiotal NPS program in
guidelines

conjunction with providing

tar watershed permitting on a statewide basis as a five year

pilot program anticipated to facilitate
and KJPDES permits

campliance with existing NPDES

;USEPA,1995).
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Guidance Document Literature Review
Urban Ruinoif Pollution Prevetion and Cnrrol Planrin
written by the USEPA

(1993),

Handbook,

was prepared for municipal officials to

provide a practical, easy approach to develop and implement stormwater
collution prevention strategies in accordance with existing and upcoming
guidelines that are acceptable to the NMJDP as best management practices
and their implementation of these controls,

Similarly, the guidance

document that this author prepared provided a step by step guidance
approach to help municipal officials

to calculate,

design and implement

stcrmwater p-ograms comparable to the State of New Jersey municipal
stormnater permit.
documents

The targeted aunience in

are the same

Control Planninr
capabilities

The Urban Runoff

both of these guidance

Pollution Prever-ion and

guidance manual trov'des information and research

as well as guidance on how to -mplenent these controls.

"Tre handbook is both an information source

for urban runoff

pollution issues and a guide to -he planning and implementatior. o

effective pollution prevention and control plansl" (USEPA,1993,p

)l. The

handbook was divided into nine clear, concise chapters which outlined a
step-by-step

approach "that municipal officials

technically feasible,

targe-ed, affordable and

prevention and control plans" (Ibid)
Continuing ?roiessicnal Education

can use to develop

comprrehensive Dollution

In contrast, the Cook College

Center, Rutgers University arfiliate,

had offered a training seminar titled,

Envirofnmental.Law and Rgallat4in,

where a step-by-step, cookbook approach was not offered,
trainig

Instead, the

seminar on -pollution prevention" outlined what the State

requirements were and what was expected for compliance with this plan.
It

briefly discussed how the NJDEP had changed its focus on pollution

cncrrol strategies and offered the benefits of a pollution prevention
approach.

This training was protecoed to the targeted audience as

discernible.
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The N.J. Pollution Prevention Act of 1991 represented a Change in
focus from "treatment to preventior" and froam "end of pipe to prcduction
process"

(Milecofsky, 1594, in Environmental Law and Relathion

It

seemed imparative to alter our ways of thinring of production in

order

to produce nc product, ard from an enforcement standpoint, no mandatory
goals.

The material presented at the training seminar was limited and

vag-.e.
The New Jersey Department of Znvironmental Proecition & 3ne-gy,
specifically the Bureau of Stormwater Permitting

(NnDEPEBSWv),

in

accordance the US3PA mandate to permit storrwaaer industrial and
municipal separate

storm sewer systems, conducted se-eral public

educatior

outreach trairnng courses

process.

This bureau prepared a guidance document

for all

those involved with the
titled:

NJDEP & E

Induswrial Stormwater Pllution Prevention Plan Guidance, SePDES Permit
hNo

NJ3088315

signed Ncvember 1993 by former Governor Jim Florio and

former Acting Commissioner NJfEPE.
"This guidance document provides industrial facilities with summary
guidance on -he development of Stormwater Poliution Prevention Plan
(SPPP)

and identification of Best Management Practices

(NJDEPF,ESWP,1993,Foreward).

(SMPs)."

The purpose of this manual was to

streamline r1simple, cost effective BMPS...

that over time can save

money for the faoility in terms or reduced materials loss,

longer

equipment life, and a better working environment." (Iid).

The table of

contents listed
"_.

the following chapters,

div-ded into guiding principles*

Overview of Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan Requirements, II

Getting Started,
Design,

vr.

III. Site Assessment, IV.

Implementation Schedule,

General Plan Requirements, and VI:I.

Page

BMP Selection and Plan

VI. Evaluation P-tores.
Special Requ-rements..

- 1l

VII.
(Ibid).

Contained within this wgidance dozument is a foreward detailing why

the manual was produced and e table of content providing the relevant
information.

In mrst instances,

guidance documents are the same.

the style and format of L-SRPA and NJDEP
This format was recommended so that

the reader can easily ascertain how to use the manual with relative
ease

The manuals are designed _o inslruct rha users

-i accordance

with

the standards specified by the authority agency and to facilitate
COtplisnce with the varicus prcgrams.

All of the gjidancs documents

reviewed were ir.ended as an educaticn outreach for the user whe:her the
user is a local health otficial, nunicipal planner. NJD3P perscranel, or
r-ivate consultant.
The Stnrmnater Pollution Prevention Plan for Wheelabrator Gloucester
Company, L P , prepared for Wheelabrator Gloucester Co., L.? , 603 US
RT. 130, P.O.Box 129, Westville, New Jersey, 0S093 (prepared by Rust
Environment & Infrastructr-e, Tnc..
Pennsylvania 19020)

Bersalemr
thae

3220 Tillman Drive, Suite 30G,

represented a strikingly similarity tc

of the NJDEP & E SPPP and BMP guidance manual.

Table of Contents labeled as "1.0
Auchentification,

It contained a

Introduction, 2.0 Certification and

3.0 Storm water 'ollution Prevention Team.

ExiLting Environmental Management 'lans,

5,0

4.0

Site Assessment, 6.0 Best

Management Practices and Plar Design, and. 7.0 Imlementation
Schedule

{(S3PP forrWheelabrator,

1995 .

The Introauction also included

a purpose and contained all the necessary inzormation to prepare the
plan.

The manual was prepared in accordance with the NJPDES Industrial

Stcrmwater permittnng program and is acceptable for use at rheelabrator.
The Statewide Watershed Management Course, sponsored by USMPA, shall
also serve as a guidance manual for all intending purposes.

Unlike the

poor presentation of the pollution prevention preser.ation that was
prcvided by the NJDEP in

cooperation with Cook College, Rutgers
Page
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University, the watershed permitting guidance provided was exemplary.
Tne course

cornent was presented in the same

anrner as all

other uSEPA

guidance documents. The underlying goal was presenteo with course
content mlateriaL.
guidane

Thae

ormat was orderly and crsiscent with those

documents prepared for the NJDEP and USEPA.

"Background on Watershed xanagement
Statewide Coordiration Elements
Elemnnt-Part 1 (Module 5),
(Mncule 5),
!(module

6),

It

presented

(Modules Z and 2),/stablishing

;Module 4),

Defining Ccre Acrivity

Defining Core Activity Elamerts, Part 2

Gettirg Started (rodule 3 , M£king the Transition,
Makina the Transition Part 2

Statewide approach zo practice

(Module 7)"

[module 6),

Part

and Putting a

(JSEPA, 1995].

klso, this

guidance format allowed for questions and answers. It is through these
types of hcnds-on, active participation in work groups and gtoup
activities

hat enabled the participants to utilize this information.

A Risk Comr.unication xanual 7or GovernTr.t,

Itoraving Dialnogu

With

2omnunitips, sulmitted to the _JDEP & E. Division of Science and
Research, by BillieJc Hance
Directcrl and Peter M.

(Research AsQciate , Caron Chess

Sandman

(Associata

(Director) of the Environmental

Communication Research program, NJ Agricultural Experiimen

Statior,

Cook

College, was a exact replication of -he format afforded to guidance
document$ recommended _or the USEPA and NJD3PE for distribution
varionu

crganizatiors.

to

These guidance documents stand alone and were

provided for facilitating compliance with ard wcrking cooperacively with
the regulatory agencies,
appointing authority.

whether it be USEPA,

NJDEP, or any other

Forner Coamissioner of NJDEP,

Scott Weiner

(1991)

expressed his gratitude toward the acceptance of thia guidance manual by
vehemently saying that "Communication is the cornerstone o- effective
environmental managemertt
TmProvijn

.

Dialcuue With Communi-ies (NDEPE,1991,a.. ) was made
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posrible by the Division of Sc'ence and Research as part of the Spill
Research Fund.

This croject "also contributed significant substantive

input and cooperated in setting up an advisory commit:es with members of
NJDEP and the NJDOH

(Ibid.].

Curriculum Development and Objective Based Goals
A _raining manual written in 1995, "A Training Program for NuPLES
and Safe Drinking Water Compliance Evaluation Inspectors, by Lewis G.
Klaudi,

furnished the NJCE?. Division of Enforcement Field Operators,

Southern Bureau of Water and Hazardous Waste 3nforcemer.

element, with

an unabridged edition of an compliance evaluation inspectior: manual.
The comprehensive training manual was provided to tha southern field
office to compliment the daily job performance reviews of its employees.
The manual utilized curriculum deve opmern
developed at Rowan College of New Jersey"

through a "unit plan format"
(Klaudi, 1995}.

This author reviewer the curriculum that was developed by Lewic G.
;laudi,

"A Training Program for NJPDES and Safe Drinking Water

Compliance Evaluation Inspectors",

1S95, for cbjective based goals and

the instruction "unit plan"
'

commonly utilized

curricula.

orrat

The unit plan chosen was "NJPDES"

those with college cegreeE.

and it

to design
was targeted for

Since this was an inrernal

training manual

prepared for those who currently work for NJnEP,EPO,SBWHWE.
will state

that

this

author

a bias has been established and that preferably a

college degree such as a Bachelor of Science in environmental studies or
another related field

of study is required.

the subject discipline chap-er
with the specified
was particularly

This bias was confirmed in

(Kiaudi,i395, p52}).

This author agreed

time limits required for teaching the lessons

This

impnr-ant for those receiving the training, since the

carticipants already possess 3s0.e working knowledge needed to complete
the lessons without difficulty in the speci-ied time frames.
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It was evident that this curriculum design had contained a rationale
for -eaching the lessons, employed instructional strategies,
established objectives based goals.
being cognitive, affective, anr

and

Objectives were presentsd as those

psychomotor skills.

The unit plan

format also provided chapter outlines on how to achieve these objective
based goals.

The format utilized activities and instruction m.aterials

as a means of evaluation.

Overall, the curriculun design of the unit

plan format was consistent with meeting prcgram design criteria,
Coanlusion
The related literature review was necessary to provide
legisla:ive history of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and its
various forms of the Act as it pertains -o establishing protocols far
compliance with permitting.

All the guidanze documents reviewed

presented information on and contained the necessary guidance to educate
the public or. the environment.

The guidance documents provided by the

NSJDEP and USEPA are sterling resources for completing plans and making
recommendations for assisting the State of New Jersey in
protection.
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water

Definition of Terms

Average storm. A storm event that is typical for a geographical area or
yea-ly season. on the basis of amount, intensity, and duraiton of
rainfall. (Trush&Deteon)
Base flow. The flow concentration to a -reekby groundwater. During
dry periods the base flow constitutes the majority c stream flow.
(Zbid.).
Best Management Pratices (BMPs).
r.eans schedules of activities,
prohibitions of practices, maintenance urocedures, and other mianagement
practices to prevent or reduce pollution of "waters of the United
States." EMPs also irclude treatment requirements, operating rrocedures
and practices to control plant site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge
or waste disposal, cr drainage from raw material scorage,
(40 CFR, Parts
100-14)

.

Characterization plan. A study ot the natural and abiotic
infrastructures associated within a spaecfic region or watershed.
Clean Water Enforcement Act (CWEA).
(formally referred to as the
Federal Water Foll-tion Control Act or Pederal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972)P.L.92-500, as amended by P.L. 95217, P.L.
95-75,
P.L. 96-LA3 and P.L. 97 117, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.). 40 CFR,
Parts 100-149). CTA and regulations means the CWA and applicable
re;uiations promulgated thereunder.
Combined sewer overtlow. Conveyances that discharge stcrmwater runoff
combined with municipal sewage.(40 CFR, Part 122.26}
Co-Perxittee. A permittee tc a NPCES permit that is only responsible
for permit ocnditions relating -o the discharge for which it is
operator.

Data analysis. Outlines how the characterization data plan will be
assessed(Ibid.) .
Data Kanagement. Organizing rield notes, raw data sheets, other
materials into a usable format, such as a da-am-ise(CIid.
Discharge. When used without qualificasion means :he discharge of a
pollutant [49 CPR, Parts 100 149).
Discharge Characterization. Monthly mean rain and snowfall estimates
and the mor.Lhly average of storm events Ibid.).
Discharge Rating Curve. A plot of the quantity of water flowing versus
the depth of water in a natural watercourse.iIbid. .
Estimated runoff. The approximate amount o0 suormwater that rjns off
the ground surface and enters a drainage system for a particular stcr
event. (ibid.).
Environmental Protection Agerny (E-A) .
Environmental Protection Agercy.

Means tne United States
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First Flubsh
Either the first part of a storm event or the first storm
of the season.
The greatest cor.centra-ion of pollution is typically
found in the first flush discharge. (Ibid.).
Flow quantity interval.
The quantity of water that flows by a
monitoring site between collections of individual samples.
(IbLd.).
Grab sample. A sample that is an instantaneous measure
loading as a representative sample.

.or

a pollutant

Illicit
discharge.
Any discharge to a municipal separate storm sewer
that is not romposed entirely of stormwater except discharges pursuant
to a NPCES termit lother _han the NPDES permit for dischargers from the
nunicipal separate storm sewer)
and d'scharges resulting from fire
fighting activities.
Infiltrati=.

Water that enters into the system th-ough cranks

Inflow.
Extraneous water, other than irfiltration
sewer system unnecessarily. (Ibid.)

that enters the

Municipality. Means a city. town, borough, county, parish, district,
association, or other public body created und-- State lTw and having
j-risdiction
over disposal of sewage, industrial wastes, or an Indian
tribal
organization, or a designated and approved management agency
under Secrion 208 o[ CWA (40 CFR, Parts 100-149).
Municipal separate storm sewer. A conveyance or system of conveyances
(including roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins,
c'rbs, gurts-s, ditches, manmade channels or storm arains)
Nonpoint sourna pollution.
rrban water run-off that is collected from
non-identified sources which contribute to pollutant loadings
discharging into streams.
NPDES.National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. Xeans the
National program for issuing, modifying, revoking and reissuing.
terminating monitoring and enforcirg pe-m-ts, imposing and enforcing
pretreatment standards, under sections 307, 318, and 405 of the CWA (40
CFR, Par-s 100-14 .
Outfall.
Means a point source as defined by 40 CFR 122.2 at the point
where a municinal separate storm sewer discharges to waters of the
Jnited States. (40 CFA, Part 122.26).
Permib. Means an authorizatlon, license, or eqiivalent control document
to implement the requirements o = this
part and p5-tR
123 and 12g.

Pollutant loading.
Qa/QU.

The total amount of pollutants entering a source.

Quality Assurance/Quality Control.

Rainfall volume. Amount of precipitation, rain cr Snaw, ice melt that
falls during an event
Representative Sample. P sample that meets specific criteria identified
in the characterization plan. (Ibid.).
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Runoff Coefticient.

A dimensionle5s

rationale for estimating run -ff

nr.fber associatea

with the

(Ibid).

Standard Industrial Classification Code (SIC]. A rode that is given to
all registered business in the state
of NJ for the industrial activity
that the facility
engages in.
State Authorities.
Lothing in part 122, 123, or
12i precludes more
stringent State regulation of any activity
covered by these
regulations, whether or not under an approved State program
(a)Coverase.
(1)

ubpart A.Definitions

and General

trogram

RequirementsA.121.
These regulatinrs pertain provisions
for the National o'llutant Discharge Elimination
Systems (NFPES0 Program unde- sections 318.402, and 405
or the Clean Water Act (CWA) (Pub.L. 92-50C,
as amended by
Pub.L.95-217, Pub.L. 95-576, Pub.L. 96 43, Pub. L. 97-117,
and Pub .L154:33 U.S. C.1251 et seq.).

(2)
These regulations cover basic E:A permitting
requirements (part 122) what a Stats must do to ootain
approval -o operate its program in lieu of a Federal
program and minimal requirements for administering the
approved State program (part 123) and procedures fo3PA processing of permit applications and appeals
(part 124).Part 124 is also applocable to other EPA
permitting prograMs, as detailed in that part.
() Scope of the NUDES peznit requirement. (Code of Federal
Regulations, Protection of Environment, 40 CFR, Parts 100-143,
July 1, 1994 revised).
Stotrwater.
Stormwater run-cff, snowmelt run off, and surface run-off
and nrainage.
Total Dissolved Solids.
Means the total dissolved (filterable) solids
as determined by use of the method specified in 42 CFR parr 136
Valid Storm event,
is yeasurable.

Storm event which causes a discharge of run-off that

Waters of the United States or waters of the U.S. Means:(a) all wa-ers
which are currently lsed, were used in the past, or may be susceptible
to use in

intrastate

or foreign commerce, ircluding all waters which are

subject to the ebb and rlow or the tide; (b)al intrastate waters,
incluoing intrastate state wetlands,; (ceall other waters such as
intraseate lakes, rivers, and streams, mudflats, sandflats, sloughs,
prairie potholes. wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds the use,
degradation, or destruction of which would affect our could arfect
ir+tersrate or foreign ccrmmerce including any such waters; (d)all
impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters o- the United States
under this defiritior.; ()tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs
(a)through (d)of this defirition; eQU)the territorial sea; and
(f)wetlands adjacent to waters (other than waters hiat are themselves
werlands) identified in paragraphs (a) through (f}
of this definition
(40 CFR, Parts 100-149)
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Water Pollution Control Ath.,Ch,14.
tne Clean Water Enforcmelnt Act.
Watershed.
particular

Federal Act which was amended by

The geographic rsgion frnm which water drains into a
water bony. (Ibid).
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Chapter 3

nProcedures and Methodologies"

guidance

The purpose of this study was to produce a writter
document, to be used by muni-ipal

offirials located throughout

Gloucester County, that would provide compliance assistance for the
preparation of a stormwater management plan,

Additionally, the authcr

thoroughly researched and selected actual construction permits th-a

were

issued to commercial and industrial contractcrs and builders for the
design and implementation cf retention, detention ponds and stormwater
orifices current y cn file

au the New Jersey Department of Agriculture,

Gloucester County Soil Conservation Service ("SCE").
A storLmwater character-zation plan was prepared by the author for
Gloucester County.

The purpose was to create background data that was

reliably and consistently recorded as measurable rainfall and to alter
or redesign the dazabase to include parameter identification
ocllutants discharged during a storm event.

Raw data was cor-ributed to

this effort by G1oucester County Solid Waste Complex
the

of

(facility owned by

-louces-er County ImprOvement Authority, see Bibliography) and by

wheelabrator Glou-ester Company, L.P.

(see Bibliography .

Approximately

6 months of rainfall data from each facility were contributed to the
prcauction of this study.

The data waS checked by the author for

relianility with the Philadelphia Inutenational Airport's records.

This

information coabined with that of the permitted constructed stcrmwater
or 4 fices located in

Gloucester County were entered into the SCS's

comouter models$
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The information was then statistically manipulated using the SUS's
computer models

ITR-55 and TR-20)

o

calculate runoff rates and create

located

hydrcgrmahs commonly associated with the current infrastructures
within most municipalities-

The author further assumed that this data

will help municipalities to calculate, design and implement stormwater
programs within their municipalities and to apply to the State of New
Jersey for a municipal stormwater pe-mit, which there is

not currently

such a program in place within the NJDEP,
Furthermore,

this written guidance document will explain in

terms at the local officials'

laymen

level:

how to begin gathering research or. storwater mangemeunt
plans; and
2.

where to gather informaticn on existing plans; and

3.

how to utilize this knowlenge?

and

4. how to create an environmental awareness and sersitivity towards
"watershed permitting" as an avenue for solving pollution preven.tion
problems.
Attitudes and sensitivity are a result of creating an
awareness of ecoLogical

problems by reviewing this content matter.

The New Jersey Department of invironmental Protection in cooperatinr

with the hNew Jersey Depertment of Agriculture have joined forces to
bring about public education on non-point source pollution and
stormwater management (NJDEP ard NJDOA, December 1994 .

It

has been

envisioned that the best way to deal with promoting pollution prevention
strategies was to use a "watershed approach"; whnreas. municipal
boundaries, whether political or natural Such as streams, are crossed
and a multitude of people within and across those boundaries are
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integrated toward an action.

T

n at action was toward pollution

prevention by developing stormwater management plans.
METHODOLOGY

MethOds of gathering backgrourd information included attendance at
the Statewide ra.

rsaed Manaqement Course (see bibliography) held by the

OSEPA, the Environmental Regulation Training Courfe
and various interdepartrmer:al seminars.

(Ibid., Milecofsky),

This author consulted the

Glcucester Ccunty SCS' personnel, its lib-ary and received personal
instru-tion and assistance in using the computer models and graphs.
Additional ma-erials nesded to com.plete the guidance document were
obtained at the Rowan College of New uersey Library, government d=crment
sectior, and also the Glouceszer County Librarv.
The NJDEP's Office of Water Planning and Watershed ?ermiitirn
were interviewes
by

staff

and recogrized by this author to be an compelling asset

providing both oral communication and writter documentaLior on tnis

study.

The Department also has available to the phblie a "Pulblic

Access" information room for obtaining published materials.
sources were obtained by the aunhor in this manner.

Seereal

The Gloucester

County Eealth Department has also played a crucial role in gathering
materials for this study.
Specific Procedures Used To Gather Researcn

The written guidance nocumert

oar muniicipalities for storm water

permitting in Glouceste- County was prepared by the author to provide
9ic-lnce in compliance assistarnce with the NJDEP and to prepare local
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officials and planners on how to develop a storm water pollution
prevention plan

P"SFPP").

This objective was achieved by gatherin9 all

the information available in print to present a literature review (sea
Chapter 2)

and to be able to prepare the guidance documant as a

"wcrking" document rather than a reference.
A bias existed

Cathering information proved to be a difficult task.
in

that there was ample printed material on the Clean Water Act, but

there is relatively little inform-aion available on non point sor-e
pollution. also covered hy this Act.

The first

references that the

author referred to were the Code of Federal Regulations

('14D

CFR"

Statutory Laws and the Rules ard Rsgulatiorns governing the New Jersey
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NJPDES") permits.

S-ormwater

termitting and non-oir.t Source pollution are covered by the above rules
and regulations.
Next,
("WE";]

the author consulted "The water Environment :ederarior"
, a national organization that had published several reference

texts on these issues.

As a member of the WEF. the author purchased

several references which proved advantageous to the study
Subsequently, the author has souficent knowledge of the peTmitt-ng
process and best management practices geared toward pollution prevention
strategies given her professional experience within the NJJDP.

As an

employee of NJDEP, it was helpful that internal communication and public
documents were readily available.
updares

The Department provided status

on the changes proposed in the Federal Register and assisted the

author in providing relevant public education materials needed to
produce this written guidance document.
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Concurrently, the author

studied the draft characterization study of the Whippany Whaershed,
prepared by NJDEP and others and designed a guidance document similar to
this resource

The gathered da-a was meaningful and useful far this

study.

The SCS assisted the author in stakinc out the watersheds on large
topographical maps at the SCS's office and by providing inforiation and
data points relevant to constructea
in Glcucester County.

stcrmwater intrastructures located

Also, several industrial facilit4es have

contributed raw data to assist the author in
TR 55 computer models.

using the SCS's TR 20 and

These models allowed the author to present data

relevant to preparing these SPFP plans.

A11 of this information was

statistically manipulated to derive hydrographs of the watersheds and to
predict curves and other variables oontained within these models.
author then p-eparec charts,

graphs,

inccrporated into the final product.

Tne

and education guidance sheets to be
This written guidance document

served as a preliminary document that compiled existing data and
presented it

in a format which was used by runicipalities for designing

storm water management practices.
Criteria

For TQAi

Selection

There currently is no formal written guidance document that assists
municipalities in

Gloucester County in achieving compliance assistance

with NJDEP's NJPDES rules for storm water pernitting.

The KTnCEP is now

deregulating environmental regulations and moving toward pollution
preventicn stra-egies.

The Clean water Enforcement Act does not

consider non-point source pollution ("NPS")
formalized specific rules
volunteer at best.

in its entirety, and has nor

The NPS program for municipalities is

The NJDEP and the NJnOA SCS programs are
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clearinghouses o

information

This in-ornation was made availhb-e by

public education and the technological advances marked by computer
modeling.
Format
The format selected eor presentation of the written guidance document

was based on the standard format that USEPA and NJDIP consistently use
for preparing guidance manuals for use by the pub:Lic as technical
reports.
use of

All tundamental research and final data will be presented by
aetles,

organization charts and by using narrative form.

Computer modeling and raw data databases we-e incorpora-ed into the text
as Appendices for easy reference.

This material was preseroed in

a

narrative for. so that the target aadience can coiAprehend how to utilize
Information of hew to gaTher the data was also

this valuable resource.
included within the text.
work are referenced in

Other recommendations and authors of similar

Chapter Five. the summarization of the study

Eackqrourd OC

the Researcher

The author was a graduate of Richard Stockton State College with a
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science.

Prior to the 19B9

graduation from Richard Stockton State College, the author was recruited
on campus to perform the duties of an Environmental Specialist, within
the NEw Jersey Department of Environmantal

Protection.

The author has

NJnEP regulaticn experience in the grant funding for publicly owned
treatment works, experience in writing permits under NJPEES and, primary
experience as an enforcement officer in the Southern region of the State
36
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of

eNw Jersey for compliance with environmental regulated pollutant

dischargers.
The author was also a matriculated graduate s-udert at Rowan College
of New Jersey. and specialized in Environmer.zal Education and
Conservation.

The authcr has participated in two six hour educational

programs which are naticnally recognized.

Project Wild was presented at

Montc'ai- State University's School of Conservation dnring the fall o1995.

The author also participated in

designed for educators,

Project Wet,

during -he spring of 1996.

Page
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the newest curriculum

Chapter 4
INTRODUCTION
The Stormwamer Management Regulations, N.j-..C.

7:8 provided for the

imulementation of the Municipal Stormiwater Management Program for the
preparation of a stormiater management plan and the adoption of
sto-mwater ordinances to be adopted by municipalities.

As previouly

stated thro-'guhut this document, the program was vclunteea

at best.

The

written cuidance document contained herein, as a result of the author's
work, provided the necessary tools that municipal offioia 7s

at all

levels of planning, design, and iecision making will need to ensure
proper ownerinip, ops-ation,

and maintenance of storm water ma-naaemrnt

facilities and provided the basis for stormwater nermitting within
Gloucester County.
Wnrpoint source poflution (NFS)

and urban

-unaff "are formidable

obstacles to ech-eving water quality resource goals in many
municipalities"

(USEPA,

Sepembter 1993,

The USEPA ana the NJD3P

p 1)

in c=operation with the NJ Department of 4griculture [TJDEP and NJD4A,
December 1994) have joined forces in their attempt to educate the punlic
on NPS pollution ty making available to local officials, planning
documents that describe best management practiceE for developing
"techtically feasible. targeted,

affordable and comprebensive urban

runoff pollution and prevention and control plans"

(bid.)

This

written guidance document complifTer-s those guidelines.
Section One of this written guidance document provided an overview
of what is considered to be NPS pollution.

Section Two of this written

guidance documert defined the geographical area of concern as Glourester
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County, New Jersey anc describad the affected areas. Section Three oa
this written guidance document defined best management practices
outlined in.putting together a "Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan"
(SPPF)

designed for municipal officials located in Gloucester County.

As an extension to the SFPP, Section Four described the projected
"Statewide Watershes

Permitting Process" as presented by LSEPA.

It

was

concluded through this effort that the NJ=EP enforcement eemer.nts
certainly aipport permitting through a watershed approach based on
Ultimately. the program ini-ieted by the

science and consistency.

"Whippany River Watershed Characterization Report"

(FJDEP. Office of

Environmental Planning, Sertember 1995) provided the basis fcr watershed
permitting in New Jersey

Finally, Section Four presented a detailed

discussion of soil erosion by water by small urban hydrology and its
impact on assessing watershed characteristics as a result of simulation
and computer modeling.

The exa.ination of data for each watershed was

necessary to prioritize NJDEP and NJDOA permitting efforts aimed at
non-point source pollution problems that we-e the limiting factors to
achieving water qulity standards.
Technical Release-55 (TR-55)

Soil Conservation Service ("SCS"

Method was employed to determine run-off

rates, volumes and to create a hydrcgraph for botn pre- and
post development conditions as a summary to this guidance document to
illustrate the effects of NPS pollution.
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Section 1
Land TUe Development Practices and Etormwater Runoff Contaminants

The effects of land use are a direc- result of stormwater runoff and
ronpoint source pollution.

The 1972 clean Water Act, Section 208, was
Nonpoint sources of

amended in 1981 to include nonpoint sources.

pollution stem from agricultural and mining activities, residential and
commercia

cornstruction activities, urbanizatin., combined sewer

overflows and from stormwater regulation and nonreaulation discharges.
The USEPA has defined stormwater to mean stormwater runoff,
surfase runoff, street debris that comes

n

snow melt.

Contact with surface runoff,
Similarly, nonpoint

and infiltration of runoff into the groundwater

source pollution was defined as runoff that originates from di-fusa

land

areas which transparts and contributes pollutants to the surface and
groundwaters.
1.1.

Effects of Land Use Activities on Water Resources
Land use activities have

had a detrimental effect on -ha quality

and quantity of water being delivered through specific drainage regicrs
Since scormwater runoff is a continuous combined discharge of receivirg
streams that transport contaminants emanating from, upstream., it
almost impossible to assess its quality.

is

The pollu-ant loan that

discharges to the watershed is often unknown.

Therefore, it is

necessary to implement best management practices

["BMP's')

at its origin

and to initially determine whether structural or non structural
s-ormwater management facilities
regulated land use activity.
practices

("SCNF"; are necessary prior to any

Proper implementation of best management

("BMP's") and the design of a stormwater pollution prevention
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("SPPF")

plans

will enable municipalizies to play a significant

role in

the preservation and protection of water resources.
1.2

Pallutant T0ads Associated With Lamd Use Development

A.

Construction Activities

Commercial and residential constructior for :arge developmental
housing projects and shcpping centers were a mejor contributor to
sediment loading downstream from construction activities.
Erosion and Sediment

Control Act

[Chapter 251,

The Soil

F.I,. 1975) requires

projects greater than 5000 square feat obtain the approvrl
and implement an soil erosion and sediment control plan.

that

of the SCS
A ccarrac or

must adhere to the standa-cs for construction and submit to the local
SCS district a soil erosion and sediment control plan with appropriate

preconstruc-ion measures and maintenance procedu-es to prevent soil
erosion during construction activities
Areas that were previcusly disturted and altered through human
acrivity

o-r construction purposes contributed substantially more

particulate and sediment mat2er with greater erosional mobility than

that of agriculture cr urbar-iation

B.

Acricultural sOurces

Agriculture and farming practices have

aoonrituted to water quality

problems through mobility and ssdimentation by removing vegetative cover
and aztecting soil

stability.

Past ag-icultural practices indicated

that undesirables such as phosphnrous, rntrogen, pesticides. fDugicides,
herbicides, and other organic compounds were inten-tinally introduced to
farming to increase crop yields.

Unfortunately, these pollutants are

highly soluble in stormwater runoff as nonpnint source pollurion
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C.

rbar.ization

Nonpoinr

source pollution has been referred to as people pollution.

This type of pollution comes from our everyday activities that result in
ircreased

litter.

wastes from failed septic systems at our homes,

feces that are left in

pet

areas that may enter a storm drain, motor oil,

gasoline by-products non-soluble in water, fertilizers applied to our
lawns and garders for esthetics, landscaping activities, and the
household hazardous products used for cleaning.

onmmon

All of these ite.s will

eventually make it to our waterways and exceed surface water and ground
water quality standards.

These standards were developed based on best

available technology as maxiuirm

contaminant levels with numeric

standards of pollutant leans allowable in concentration.
1.3
A.

Commnr. Nonpoint Source Pollutants
Sediments
It is at the receiving stream that the effects of sedimentation were

realized.

Increased turbidity occurred in streams as increased levels

of suspended solids entered a slow mCving wa-erbody.

-he high levels of

turbidity resulted in the decrease of available sunlight proving
detrimental Lt species specific aquatic organisms,

animal.

And, most importantly,

Eediment deposition inr.

both plant and

siltation that occurred as a result of

waterbody significantly altered the hydrology

and drainage patterns of stream beds by changing its slope,

contours,

and velocity of transport mechanisms.
B.

NutriEnts
Nutrients were found to have nondeleterious

under nornal condit-ons.

However,

effects on water quality

the increase of nitrnoen in a

receiving stream due to increased pollutant loading through nonpoint
Page
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source pollution causes nitrogen to break down chemically into more
harmful contaminants as it comes ir contact wi-n oxygen in the stream.
NiLrocen broken down into NH3 or NTE4 ammonia or NO2 nitrite and N03

nitrate were highly soluble in water and were responsible for causirg
chemical displacements within the biological community of the srrearm
These cocpounds were oxygen deFleting in nature and caused choking of
the stream by the reduction o- reprcductive capabilities of hioher
plants.

nhis NPS pollution was responsible for stagr.nt waters

inundated with algal nlooms.
Phosphorous,

mnifieseed itself as phaspnates, and also caused

autrophication or over-enrichment nf nutrients in the waterbcdy as a
result of runoff

fro.

a variezy of sources and difurse land areas.

Phosphazes were responsible for the over stimulation of alg&a

the

osut.ption of diesolvec onxyen in the waterbody.

nawirally occur in

growth by

Phosphates

soils in normal amounts suitable ror nutrient uptake

and were of vital importance tc benthic plants for pho:osyr.:bes3C.

Pesticides
Pesticides from agricultural land use activities,

industrial

activities, construction activiries and human urbanization were
trar$pOrted by stormwater and increased in loadings as NPS pollution.
Its ultimate fate of transpOrt or deposition became unknown to the
crganisms dependent on the stream.
the ohemical

Pesticides and other organics alter

makeup of an organism and were responsible for genetic

failures and reduced reproductior in aquatic communities.
D.

Pathgiuna

and Watr-Rorne Diseases

Pathogens are pollutants that enter a stream directly by runoff.
Geographical areas designated in Gloucester County as agriculturl
Page
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areas

for cattle. horses, pigs. and other 1liestock have had a detrimental
Similarly. there remain
effect on the degradation of water quality.
pcrtions of Gloucester County That were not sewerae and have exhibited
hydraulic failure of septic systems by discharging pollutants orto the
to surface waters.

ground surface which might flow cr draiin

Additionally, Gloucester County was home to several municipal and
landftlls.

irdustrial

As sucn, it was proJected that pathogens

water borne diseases would exceed surface

and

end ground waTer qlal'ty

standards at an alarm-ng rate as a direct result of land use activitieaz
It was also

onrcluded that humans were highly susceptible to parasites.

bacteria, viruses. and protozca rtye niseases borne by water.
There were other pollutants that were commcn'y associated with
lonpoint source pollution that were rno
It was nor witnin this dociamer-'

discussed within this

document.

scope to include all pollutants that

comprise NPS but to merely highlight the pollutants that were of
greatest concern for the targeted areas
Section 2
Water Quality Problems of Gloucester County Watersheds
This written guidance document for stormwater permitting for
municipalities in Gloucester Courty targeted only three or the major
watersheds located in Gloucester County.

The three watersheds that were

chosen as areas or concentration were selected based on similar land use
activities.

Land use consisted of 25 -50 urban/suburban, 35M

agricultural and about 40 k forested area.

It

was concluded that the

pcllutant parameters found in

each of these three areas were total

phosohorous, A.monia -itrogen

and fecal coliform;

all stemming from

landfill activities, septic systems, and agricultural runoff. The
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selected watersheds were the Big Timber Creek and Woodbury Watersheds.
the Mantua Creek Watershed and the Raccoon Oldmans Creek watershed.

-he

BRg Timber Creek watershed was included in this doametnt as a reference
only since virtually all of the watar that falls into this watershed
drains into Camden County and was not included within the scape of this
document.
Eig Timber Creek and Woodbury Creek _Watrsheds

2.1

The 208 Water Quality Management

Report on Alternatives,

Burlington,

Cloucesger
Counties. New Jersey (SepteTrer 1977,p.2.22-26},

Camden and
geographically

located -he Big Timber Creek as the bonnasry line

locatec between Camden and Cloucester Ccunties as shown on map

certrally

41. Most of the rainfa-l that occurred within this

63 sqlare mile area

flowed northward and drained into Camden County.
The remaining rainfall that occurred in the Big Timber Creek
watershed flowed suvthwa-n and crained to the woodbury Creek Drainage
basin.
-nat

The

Woodbury Creek drainage

were situated entirely in

area was comprised uf municipalities

Gloucester County.

basin has a drainage area of 12.6 miles and is

"This small drainage

bordered on the north by

the Rig Timber Creek basin,

on the southeast by the Mantua Creek basin,

and on the west by the little

Mantua Creek Basin and empties into the

Delaware estuary"

(Ibid.).

The Wcodbury Creek Watershed consisted of three known triburariesThese triburaries
Matthews Branch

were the woodbury Creek (drainage area 5 5 miles),
( drainage area 2.0 miles),

(drainage area 1 5 miles).
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and the Ressia
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2.2

Mantua Creek Watershed

The Mantua Creek watershed was located entirely in Cloucester County
and its

adjacent to three different watersheds

as shown on map

2.

Ncr-n

of the Mantua Creek watershed was the wroodiry Creek basin described
above.

Southward of the Mantua Creek watershed was the Raccoon Creek

basin, Gnd on the westward side of this basin was the Big Timber Creek
watershed.

There were eight known tributaries covering approximately 60

scuare miles that ccntrinuted flow to this drainage basin.

Unicue to

the Mantua Creek watershed was that the lower portion of the nasin was
marked by tidal influence.
well drained sandy soils

The soil characteristics of this basin were

typical of the Atlantic Coastal

areas.

Plains

2,3 Raccoon-Oldmans Creek Tatershed
The Racc on Creek and Oldmans Creek drainage basins ccupy
of 69 square miles as shown on marp

3.

a

total

This area was the most southern

watershed contained within the Gloucester County 208 study area. The
nmnicipalities that lay in this southern most basin were Logan Township,
Woslwich Thwnsnip, Swedesboro, Harrison and South Harrison Township.
All of these municipalities discharce to the Delaware estuary.
Similar to the Eig limber Creek watershed, the Olmans Creek watershed
Lorms the boundary between Cloucester and Salem Counties
Agricultural land use within the Raccoon-Oldmane

Creek watershed was

almost twice as concentrated as that of the other two watersheds
described above. Swedesbcro, lccated at the bottom of the Raccoon Creek
basin was considered to be the only area greatly affected by
urbanization.

The remaining areas of this watersn-d were ecologically

sensiLive areas protected as forest land.
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The Raccocn-Oldmans Creea;

watershed was under tidal influence.

soils were typical of the Atlantic Coastal Plains.
deposits were usually found in tidal areas.

The

However, clay

These clay deposits often

im.peded runoff water from -ercolaticn into the predominart sandy soils
ana subjected the area ro --equent flood conditions.

Flood conditicns

were reascnsible for the increased rate of runoff and for the gouged
steep stream barks that resulted in accelerating erosional capabilities.
Section 3
SPPP and BM' Guidance DocutmRnt Far StorzwagtEr Permitting
This written guidance document provided municipalities located in
Gloucsster County with an narrative exaLple of the developmert of
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans (SPPP) and the identification of
Best Management Practices (BMP's) needed at the local government level
to contrcl nonpoint source polluion (WPS)and urban runoff problems
associated with pollutant transport mechanisms.

Regusations of 199-

The Stormwater

which were prcmulgated under the NFE^S program as a

response to the Clean Water Act initiative and the i90 Pollution
Prevention Act were ircorporated into this summary guidance documernt
The New Jersey Department of EnvironTrental Protection
New Jersey Departmen. of Agriculture (NJDDA)

;NJDrP

and the

strongly encourased

tunicipalitiea to develop and implement stormwater controls and
ordinances to prevent NPS and soil erosion pollution problems as a
result of urbanization.
The Pollution Prevention ACt of 199O hac Iour basic objectives:
1.

pollution should be prevented or reduced at the source; and

2,

i- pollution can not be prevented or reduced at the source,
then it should be recycled in an environmentally friendly
.anner; and
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3.

if pollution can rot be recycled in an environmentally
friendly manner, then it should be treated ir an
environmentally friendly manner; and

4.

if none of the above apply, disposal must be the last
alternative

The stormwater regulations were implemented -o accentuate pollution
prevention strategies listed above based on source reduction and LMP's
to lessen NPS pollution.

Municiualities had an edge on the plenn'ng and

impla.emntation of such controls ae

a legitimate stakehclder due to

ownership, accourn:abiliy, legal authority, management practlces.
manter.ance practices, funding capabilities and public education
-espnorsiilities as formidable er:itiesr

Municipalities were preferable

in receiving regulatory oversight from both the State and Fedsezl
Governments for technical assistance and for the appropriation of grants
or long teri, borrowing to comply with these pollution control
strategies.
The State of New Jersey was comprised of 567 ircorporatea
municipalities that p-ovided local stability to champtor all
.unicipelities to eventually adept plans and ordinances for stornwater
runoff.

It was envisioned That the planning, design and implementation

of SPPPs and RMPs by

raniclpalites would be cons:stenu with political

ideologies and public awareness and sensitivities tCward ecologicapreservation of natural resources.
The NJDE? and Energy (joint pubic entities in '933

that consiated

of NJDEP and B3ard of Pubic Utilities, within the Departmenc o- ZnEnry,
urder Governor Jim Florio and Acting Conmissionear
"hereinafter the NJDEP",

eanne Fox),

were responsible for the production of an

"Industrial Stormwater Pollution Preventior
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Plan Guidance" summary to be

used by industrial facilities associated with sormwate-

activities.

The NJDBP Pureau of Stormwater Permi-ting issued a KJPDES General Permit
No. NJ065B315 for Industrial stormwater facil-iies that were not
currently permitted under the NJPFES permit program fo- poir- s$urne
discharges of pollucar.ts to surface waters 7f the State

This guidance

was to be used by industrial facilities that had no non-stormwaTer
discharges and who could eliminate, remove, or cover all "source"
materials from excosure to stormwater runoff.
Simultaneously, the SJDEP issued a Request For Authorization "RFA"
under the stnrmwater general permit to facilities that were either
regulated or non-reculated as industri&l

facilities that discharged

stormwater cnlv and which had no notential

or cone ir contact with

process waters , boiler and csndensate process water, noncO-tact cooling
water

cr sanitary systems. In certain scenarins, a facility may have an

industrial stormwater general perfit and by eliminaring either the
source. materials, or treatment process, may be eligible to petition the
NJDEP to revoke this general permit

(NJOC03315) and reissue as

a general

RFA to discharge stormwater to either a sto-mwater municipal ccr.nveyarce
system or to a surzace water body.
The monitcring and reporting requirements of
differ.

ahese two permits

]
The monitoring requirements of the indusoria starmwater

general require the monitoring and reporting of

numeric effluent based

water quality standards. which were based on best available technology
and surface water quality standards as allowable pollutant discharges
that were within allowable concentrations to the receiving stream and
below the maximum contaminant levels established by the USEPA.

In

contrast. the general stormwater permit contained no numeric e£fluaer.t
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limi-ations and hac only self monitoring as reporting requiremets
Notwithstanding these differences in approach to stormwater perritting
efforts. both permits

-equire -he implementation of BMFu

and tDhe desion

oi an S2PP to be maintained and operated Pt the facility for the
facility's use.

This written guidance docurmer.

fr stornmwter

permitting for municipalities located in Gloucester County will parallal
the stormwarer

Seneral RFA for all intensive purposes.

The Toritoring and reporting requirements for pollutant parameters
are beaed on the receiving strean(s)

characteristics as

a surface

water.

Ultimately, all watersheds in GCvacester County disacarge to a
designated zone of the Delaware aiver.

As such, the monitorirg and

reporting requirements must be consistent with -hose
River Basin CommTiission

of the Delaware

DBRC) parameter pollutant loadings as

effluent

based water quali-y standards.
The NJDEP Bureau of 'Stormwater Permitting established the
organizational chart below to he used for 'Developing Your Strrmn'ater
Pollutisn

eravantion flan" referenced

in the Indusrtia

PolluLion Prevention Plan Guidarce (NJDEP, BSWP,

Stormwa-er

3, p.iii

that the

author rerrofmited for similar purposes as rhe SPPP was developer
municipal

at the

level for a general stormwater permit.

Additionaily, the author criticued other BMP manuals tha- were
disseminated by USEPA {Urban Runoff Pollution Prevention Control
Planning, USEPA, September 1993),
the State of New Jersey

NJDEP and NJDCA

[December 1994 , and

(Ocean County Demonstration Study, uane 19BS)

relative to NP5 and stormwater facilities.

The author selected

appropriate BMPs that were suitable for incorporation into the SPPP
general permi- developec for s-ormwaler permitting for municiplities
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located within Gloucester County.
Lastly, the author used a "Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
Evaluation" form developed by the author and pears at the
Southern Bureau o

JNDEP

Water Compliance and Bnorcmerr.t section commonly

used for compliance evaluation inspections for NJPDES permits to
ascertain that the objectives of :his written guidance document were
clearly defined and achieved.

The author did net alter

form to reflect only municipal dischargers because,

the municipality may actually own the area where
occurs. provide oversight,
industrial operator.

2

this

evaluation

more often tnan not,

ndue-rial act 4 vity

allocate money or resources to a private

or a combination of these scenarios.

The

evaluation form has been placed at the end of the SUPP with its
narrative description

"Developing Your StormWater Pollution PreveptiO

3.1

Plana

GETTING STARTSD
Form a polluticn prevention tear
Describs any exiftinA environmental plans
SITE ASSESSMHNT
Inventory of source materials
Mapping reqairements
Narrative description of existing Zorditions

rI
I
I

BIp
I SELECTION AZAD PLAN DESIGN
Remove or cover

I
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

L--

visual i-spec:ions
Di version

Good housekeeping.
Prevetaitive mainterance
Ncn-atortwater discharges

I2PE7LENTATTiO

STRATEGY

Appropriate controls
Emrloyee training
-VkLWUATION PROCESS

,

Record keeping & Internal Reporting
Inspection schedule
Maintenance 5shedule

GE=fRAL

PLAN SEZUIrET2FFElS

Certification of S9PP
Required SignatureS
Plan Location and Public Access

Indust-ial Storr.water Pollution prevention Plan Gdange_
1993, p.iii)
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(NJDEP,

B51P,

Fortinc A Pollution Prevention TeRm

3.1.A.

Municipal entities

ware the elite

choice for the implementation,

desigration and construction o_ SPPPs and EMPs since the
of carrying out stormwatle

responsibilities

were

manaaement activities

accomplished by a variety of existing public departments.
In

Gloucester County, the public employees charged with the

responsibilities and enforcement of the Municipal Land Use Law

(MLUL)

were responsible for the desicnaticn of appropriate land use activities
Also, the Gloucester

for categorical areas found within the county.

County Planring Board members had to approve by a mujority vote to pass
a resolution needed to approve any activtty governed by the MLUL.
Together, these two ftaagerial au-horities

were resonnsible for any

approval of land use restricted to Gloucester
municlpalities
in
MLUi

its

County.

Analogously,

all

located within the State of hew Jersey were incorporatec

entirety, and as such.

all municipalities

and subject to authority approval

were governed by the

at the municipal or county level

for land use planning purposes.
Therefore, the author recommended that an initial starting point to
the selection process of forming a pollution preventior team was to
select psrsons fron

this public

croup.

Presented below in narrative

form were summary guidance of some or the regulated activities
-hese nublic employees would contribute to

thn

that

team:

enforcement set up
The MLUL and persons -esponsible for its
1)
municipal charters that designated areas of environmental
which needed to be protected and preserved; and
sensitivity

(2)

It

set up control ordinanceE for minimum area building lots
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to maintain pervious areas necessary to prevenrt erosicnal
activity and NPS pollution from occurring;

[3]

It approved where and what types Of constructional

activities woJil
:41

occur; and

It enforced soil erosion and sediment control plans; and

5S) It
(6)

and

set up specific types o = areas to nuild homes;

and

provided developmental considerations for alternative
housing for the preservation of open areas;

and

ability -o purchase Green Areas property;

(7)

Had %ie

(1)

Set up zoning and subdivision title rights; an:

and

Built buffer areas to prevent degradation of existing
(9)
natural resources; and

(1a)

Mapped out areas of existing indust-ial, commercial,

residential and unnesignawed land use activities on, planning
maps, and
(11} Mapped out all areas that have sanitary sewerage
racilities, cross connections due to urbanization, wet/dry
weather surcharges; and
and

(12) Developed demographic maps:

;13) Located all existing paved :oads that represented
impersvious areas; and
(14) Desicnated areas for parks and recreation; and
115) Designated ihuman services areas needed by the local
govetnment.
The author further recommended that the pollution prevention team
include a spectrum of municipal engineers, project planners, persons
necessary for obtaining and securing

familiar with grant writino skills

Grants and Bonds to finance the project, designers, precarstruction
enginr.eas,

ublic works personnel, soil and water specialists.

improvement authorities, public elected officials, tax payers, and
education an: nealth specialists.

The general p-blic must be included

am part of this team since the public would most likely be paying for

Page
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the SPPP and BMP improvements.
3.1.B. Objectives of the Pollution Prevention Team
rTe

first objective of the pollution prevention team was to decede

what role each of the members p'ay ir

the development, implermentation,

maintenance, ownership and operation of the SPFP
stormwater -acilities, if any.

and structural PMPs for

A list rusr be posted Eor all to view

and confirm who was responsible for what part of the SPPP and include
all pertinent levels of command (authority control, reporting
non compliance activities, safety),

telephone numbers and coverage at

all times to ensure human safety ard control.
An objective based goal was to revise the plan as nucessary.
Regularly scheduled inspections and daily logs should be maintained by
the personnel responsible for the maintenance and operation of the plan.
At the municipal level, this would be done by the Department of Public
Works, Department of Transportation, local water and sewer utilities,
and ary other group charged with its maintenance activities.

Simple

maintenance methods included mowing the lawn, removal of trash, debris
This goal was needed to correct

and large solids, etc.

any

non compliance with the SPPP and to be updated to include new
construction activities.

A chain Df command for reporting was reqlired

to establish clear, concise communication and education about the SpP?.
The preparation and implementation of a
evaluation

of existing environmentas

environmental
for recycling,

plans.

SIPP is dependent

cn an

Examples of existing

plans targeted at a municipal level would include plans
lawn and leaf litter

collection policies

and procedures,

a household nazardous waste program and an amnesty program regularly
scheduled to encourage

removal of harmful Substarces without an
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investigation of its source.
Land use plans were developed for municipalities using aerial
photography anu land surveys to cetermine what percentages of the total
land area were available for designated uses.

Streams, estuaries, and

environmentally sensitive areas including forests and agricultural
These maps also contained areas of

resources were shown on the map.

degradation of our natural resourOes.
municipal

Landfills, open dumping areas.

and existing sanitary sewer

separate storm outfalls

infrastructures Tapping inclusive of regulated industrial and commercial

facilities that discharged pollutants as point sources and NPS pollution
areas and activities were conteined within mapping boundaries.
'.1-s

5ite Assessment

A detailed review of "surce rmaterials"
StLrmwater Pollution Prevention 3uidan~e,

(NJDEPEBSiW,Industrial

1993) means "any materials or

machinery related to process or other industrial activities which should
he a source of pollutants ir.stoamwater discharge' (Ibid..
1,

'ource Materials

At a municipal level, source materials would most likely be found
at public works'

garages.

m:nicipal owned water and/or wastewater

treatment plants, or sir.ilar owned properties.

publicly owned

transportation facilities were identified as potential contriurtors to
NPS pollution since materials were

stcrmrater runoff.

stored outside and subject to

These types of facilities store sand and salt piles

for deicing activities, stockpiled soil and ccnstruction debris, and had
gasoline, diesel and oi' fueling stations.

A larger site asesSment,

the municipality as a whole, must be inventc-ied to identify all
non-storm water discharges.

A narrative description was also provided.
Pa;e
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Map the area

2.

A municipal land use map would include all existing and permanent
structures that represented all impervious paved areas and would contain
all surface water bodies as recipients of storm water.

Permanent maps

located existing structural control BMP measures used to control or
divert stormwater and showed locations of all stormwater discharge
Any revision mapping for NPS pollutisn waS performed here.

outfalls.
3.1.C

RMP Selection

and Plan Design

The USEPA handbook tit ed "Urban Runnoff Pollution Prevention and
Control Plannincl"

[OSEPA,September 19S3,p.19' provided.

BMF seleczion and plan design.

This schematic was found on the

preceding page and was cited above for cross-referencing.
rtrFteented

chbemetic fo-

The schematic

a cursory review of the handbook srd outlined chapter by

chapter within that reference

what program and technical

activities

were

remuiren to successfully design and implement an SPIP.
The

"SFP?

need only to be as specific as recessary to meet the

m.inimum requirements of the General perm-t"

(NJDEPE,

EMP selection and plan design for a general

storwahter permit at a

Novemeer 19393,p.2.

municipal level was retrofitted to utilize the six specific BMPs
recommended by the Department.

Stormwater Permitting,
guidance,

As recommended by the xJ-3E:, Bureau of

and contained within the Department's

the following BMPs were selected as non structural

exception of #5) BMPS required by the general permit:

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remve
Re.
or cover.
Good wousekeeping.
Preventative Maintenance.
Visual Inspections.
Diversion of Stormwater.
Non-szormwater discharges.
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1593
(wth

tie

Thnetl ActwiM

Prgm Aetivs

Urmn runrn

polhlutn prmiw-

m iwd Ai

phrwig prC

Remove and cover

(BMPI1) was the simplest, and mcst ccst effective
housing or

included building pole barns,

Removal activities

SMP.

constructing roofs over source materials

that would prevent

with source materials mixing with

precipitation from coming into contact

adversely
that

stormwater runoff comprised of uakncwn pollutant loadings
Cover materials

af-ected surface waer' quality.

to prevent

non-leaking drums On wooden pallets

placement of air tight,

ard the

included tarps

material riroff.
Good housekeeping activities

(BMP#2)and Preventative maintenance
IBMP #4)

(LMP #3) and visual inspections

7

evel would

such as regularly scheduled repair and maintenance of

include pracises

industrialized vehicles

work trucks,

at a nunic 4 pal

(backs,

dumptrucks,

cranes,

etc.'

clean-up around heavily-used

parking and truck washing activities,

equipment, careful cleansing of paved surfaces that ccrrain petroleum
products as washwater,

prompt clean up of any spills,

material storage areas,

minimum use of sand and salt

activ-ties,
safety

sweeping activities,

street

cf the public,

.ininrjm

maintaining grassed areas
facilities

(swales, filter

drains as NPS,

street

washing

during deicing to protect the

use of pesticides

for

and fertilizers

for flood protection and stormwetae
construccte

strips,

inspection of sewage pump stations,
prevent failures or clogs,

safely piled

wetlands}.

conveyance

daily

sanitary sewers, and storm drains to

removing cluttered debris that enters

storr

etc.

On a municipal level, these activities were accomplished via
communication
meetings,

and shared ownership and responsibilities at staff

in-service training.

cmmr.urity Right-To-rKow practices,

serrinars for educational purposes and retraining of q-alified an d
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safety

The
diversified staff were critical components of the SPPP and BMP.
econlmic and ecologic l berefits realized by a xunicipal approach to
stormwater practices

were too extensive to list.

Divers-on activities

(BMP

S5) and removing/permitting unauthorized

discharges (EMP36) were associated with ccntaminaTed stormwater runof4
to a wastewater creatment facility required an S gnificant

User's

{SEU) hcJPDE

Indirea-

permit approved by the NjDEP or delegatei approval

from a publicly owned t-eatment works as part of the Industrial
Pretreatment Program

{IP),

The actual planning and design gvidelines for fiversion activ-ties
associated with stormwater runoff by use of structural BMs svch as
detention basins. wetponds. constructed wetlands, infiltration
facilities, and vegetative practices were beyond the scope of this
written g-idcnoe document and the author's professional expertise for
designing structural BMPs.

However, general stormwater permitting

within Gloucester County required that some if not all of the BMPs
contained within oe incorporated into the SPPP.
has reproduced ri-ese plans and

Therefore. the author

aesigns as a reference recommended by the

DtSEP and as ar. integral attachment to compliment this documernt.
As such, the author incorporated into Appennix A in its entirety
an original version

(Chapter 2 onlvy

Management Facilities

of the NJDEP s Stormwater

Maintenance Manual for use by

iunicipal

governeents located throughout the State of New Jersey,

ihe "State of

New cersey Department of Environmnercal Protection, Division of

water

Resources, Ocean County Demonstration Study, Stormwater Management
Facillt
1

Maninr-nnirc

Manua'

(Jure
"'

19S)1 Chanter 2 in its
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ertiretv.

3.1.D.

ImIplemenratior Schedule

The implemenratior. times of an SPPP and BMPs were variable.
basic BMFP

were implemented im.edately,

Lrmited money,

cime,

Some

such as remove ana cover.

people and resources were needed to accomplish this

Good houeekaeping practices were implemented following trair-ng

BMP.

-ndeducation provided by management.
planning,

design,

implementation.

All persons involved it. the

Tmintenmnce,

and operatlon of the SPP

were instracted and received on the job training abort the $P'P.
Preventative mainten:nne aCtivities of the SPFP were phased in as
resources were allocated,

work orders changed and daily operatinral

oontrols and man power were available to effecti-vly carry out the $PPP.
as an effective BMP were incorporated into the

Visual inspections
evaluation process.

This was necessary so that daily inspections,

maintenance ani operation logs and reporting requ-rements would
asoercain whether or not the SPPP and BMPS were adequate controls.
Structural EMPs obviously required extensive ohasing in.
Municipalities had to use the inrentory soures maDping and land use
planning activities to determine what areas needed immediate attention.
Environmentally sensitive areas were priority for the plasement of
structural 5MPs.
next.

The less expensive and simplest SMpS were completed

Municipalities were capable of completing nost of the projacts

without the assistance of the public as normal operating procedureC
However, as the scope cf the project intensified and the cost as well,
loca- governments held public hearings and passed bonds associated with

Page
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longterm Lorrowing to cover the initial planning, design, and
implementation of structural 3MFS.
3 1.E.

Evaluation FQroce

The evaluation process was the key to
and BMPs worked. If the SPP

determining whether your SPPP

failed, then you must reevaluate its

purpose and add corrective measures to the plan.
ascertained whether or no- the SPPP and BMY
based on the result of daily inspectio
extraordinary),

imaintenance

7n effective SPPP

were adeq-cte corrr1ls
tions

(usual and

conditions

schedules and opera-ion logs,

work orders

analysis

(priority and routine).

time coding for cost-effective

administrative purposes

coTbined with appropriate report'ng

and

requirements.
Provided below
used by the NJDSP,
Section

as Anperdix G was a copy of the SPPp evaluation form
Southern Bureau of Water Compliance and Enfcrcement

(March 1996),

w-th the s-ormwats

for use as a checklist to ascertain compliance

regula-ions.

Sote that so-e item

on this fcrm were

not reqvired by this SPPP since stottwat=r permitting for
municipalities had not yeL occurred in the State of New Jersey as the
US£PA had originally intended.
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Section 4
4.1 Watershed Permitting Efforts
A watershed was defined as an ares of
specific point.
watershed areas.

nardthat emptied water to a

Fcr instance, small watersheds flow into larger
In GlcucestLe

County. small watersheds drain water

from a few areas of land and empty into small streams. These small
streams flow transversely to larger s-reams.

All cf the land drained by

these areas make up the larger stream's watershed.
County,

For Gloucester

all water within the lcrgest watershed drains to the Delaware

estuary.
The Whippany River Taetershed CnaracerizatiOc

Report

(NJDEP.

September 1995) was recognized by the LUSPA as an pioneer effort toward
a

statewide management approach to watershed permitting

Watershed Management Course, September 1995,USEPA).

(Statewide

This written

uuidance document for stormwater permitting for municipalities in
Gloucester County conferred that the statewide approach toward NPS and
watershed permitting osuld be used at the local leve± based on local

landuse activities and growth projections.
"It is widely accepted that changes in land use, resulting fro.
develcpment increases stormwater and associated NS fron various
activities. Development often results in increases of impervious cover
sEuraces which significantly alter the amount and drainage patterns of
stormwater runoff leaving a site.

Runof_ from construction activities,

stoCrwater discharges, urban surfaces, and the loss of -rparian

vegetation are suspected or contributing to increased levels of
siltation in the river"

ReporL, NJDEP,

(Whippany River Watershed Charecte-iza

September 19S5, Executive Summary).
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-in

The effects of urbanization "typically results in
modi-icationsl"

19l1.Ch 7)

USACOE. Hvdroloic

nqgineerinr in

landuse

Plannino.April

nat had a detrimental effect on the natural environment.

As

urbanization continued, largar areas of land were altered for humar. use.

Tnis resulted 'n

the loss of pervious land areas.

Landuse activities

such as the const-ucticn of homes and roadways were direc-ly responsible
for decreasing the rate of infiltration of precipitaticn into the ground
anc for increasing both the voluie

-nd rate cf urban ruraof.

response has had a negative effect on erosion.

This

Erosion caused by wind

and wa-er transport usually resulted in siltation deposits at the bottom
of streams and altered previous drainage systems by cutting channels and
increasing streambart depth. Erosion and NPS pcllu-iou

were responsible

for the decreased amount of natural storage normally found within the
basin.

To truly gain an awareness and ser.sitivity to the concerns of

soil erosion and NPS, the author has prepared for use visual maps and
hydrographs which have been manipulated to characterize the storm event
as it occurs and its effect on erosion.
The Statewide Watersheo Management A

tro©ch designed by the USEPA

(USEPA, September 1995) strongly recommended that a statewide approach
proceed as a managenent practice with stakeholder in-olvement to
"facilitate nonpoint source program implementation on a watershed basis"
(7brd,p-6.15).

This approach involved the review of existing N:S

programs and investiatingg funding mechanisms under the
Clean Water Act (CWA) to finance NPS projects that correspond with
watershed permitting management goals.

"Putting a Statewide Approach

Into practice" was presented as a basin management cycla by the USEPA
0 nd

was presented below.
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MODULE 7
FPrrntCA STATEWIDE APROACH INTO PRACnCE

Exhbit ,7-2L Basin Management Cyde
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Ir summary of the watershed management
listed

the "Top Ten" Lessons Learned

approach, the JSEPA has

(Ibid.,p.2-30 to 2-33) from this

approach as:
should recognize from the beginnrng that not all
lstakeholders
ul)
activ'ties, programs or resO-rces should be included in the statweide
framework".
2)l"Building a consensus vision for statewide watershed management
begins with educational forums :bat allow stakeholders to work together
in developing partnerships and fostering an understanding of how the
approach can serve rs a coordtiing framework for water and other
resource programs". (Ibid.)
(3)"a state-wide approach provides a long term meharlism for continuing
support of on going and priority watershed initiatives."
{4) "Documentation describing the consensus approach to statewide
wacerehed management is essential".
(E)"A methodicrl, wsll-conceived, comprehensive approach to the
development process lays the foundation for the teamwork and
coordination thar ccllectively represent the hallmark of statewide
watershed management".
(6)"Irnvestrent of time ann effort during development and transitior to
statewide watershed management is essential".
(7U"phased implemenratior of statewide watershed managemertt allows time
for the approach to mature".
S)"'operaions under statewide watershed management do not necessarily
require additional resources".
() "Proper means and timing of outreach is crirical for successful
public participation in statewide watershed management".
(1C)"Statewide watershed management has a positive impact on teamwork.
morale, and program relationships".

Public educational approaches to a basin management system and to
TPS pollution prevention controls must play a crucial part of planning
at any level.

Some of the educational teaching strategies employed to

instill environmental awareness and sensitivity

to watershed problems

included being knowledgeble abo-at the community and its management
structures,

being informed about regulatory requirements, advocating
Page - 6S

that it was cost-efrecrlve, staging public mee-ings, creating activities

for fur and real purpose (adopt-a-wetershed, stenciling storm
drains, litter walks), using the media or radio to show public sucport,
targeting activities for school-aged 2hildren for reinforcement,
sponsoring community

designing environmental education curricula,
events,

forming citizen advisory oroups,

grassroots

orognizaticrs,

and

all others to gain broad-based community support for long-term planning.
4.2

Computer Model

Computer models were exemplary tools needed to assess erosional
as a response to utrb&a

capabilities

norpoint source pollution

(~PS)

and

This was accomplished by

runoff associated with land use activities.

using the SCS's computer model to develop hydrographs

A flow chart

explaining the steps necessary to run the model was provided for your
"A hydrograph is

use as Appendix B.

velocity or other properties
JUSnA, SCS,September

a graph showing stage,

discharge,

of water flow with respect to time.'

1989,p 1)

A discharge hydrograph was depicted as the runoff rate (ordinare
axis or Y coordinate of a graph) against time
axis or X-coordinate'.
concent-ation T(c)

Hydrographic manipulation of the time of

or X, and the distribution or amount of runoff

(Cuantity o- Y) at the point of computation,
curve characteristic of watershed activities.
duration of time or flow.
watershed,
storm,

(plotted as the abscissa

is

nearly a

showed the estimated single
"One characteristic,

constant for a particular

regardless of the value of the peak flow from a specific

assuming a

constant Storm duration."

(ibid.)

needed for hydrograph manipulation was tO use a
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Another criteria

design stOrm event.

the

Rarely noes snch an ever.t naturally occur.

The SCS's

TR-20 model used

the two-year. the ten year and the twenty-five year storm events
and 25),

respectively.

The SCSsr methodology refers to controlling

erosion based on "'Bankfull"

(2 year)

snd "Qut of Bank"

(personal communicauion with Hunter BErkhead,
Enginee)

(2, 1C,

NJDA,

(10 year storm)

Soil Erosion

. The Urban Hydrolony For Small Watershrds

(USDA,SCS,June 19S6)

manual complimented the TR-55 model and provided instruction for
estimating runoff and peak discharges
illustrations

of discharge hydrographE

in

small watersheds.
(Appendices

Graphic

C through F)

showed

te h1ghesu points of runoff and erosion. The author computated the
following graphs

{tppendices

C through F) by plotting the Cooriinates of

-he Time of concentration T(c)

against the runoff

(Quantity)

for pre

and post-development of the will Brancl. Watershed, subarea i as dapicted
on the U.S.G.S man ard the aerial photograph contain
purpnse of the hydrograph(s)

was

o mattch the reaklCs

he
erein.

The

of the

pre-development of the watershed with that of pcst-development for the
same watershed using criteria two as the 2 and 10 year stornm

vents.

The IrGraphical reatures of a hydrograph include:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Point of Rise
Rising Point of Infleccion
Peak
Racession point of inflection
End point of Recession.

and Delineate the following segments.
A C Rising Limb-Generally reflects storm characteristics

R-D Crest Segment highest concentration of rurofr
C-E Recession Limb-Withdrawal of stored water
A-E Base tire of the hydrograph-Duration of Runoff"

Source:
USDA, SCS,Sepember 1989,p.S. "Engineering Eydrclogy Training Series".
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CHAPTER 5
Reftatement of the Problem
To da&e, no such general permit has been issued to an individual
municipality for stormwater dischargers.

This thesis focused on the

design of a stormwater characterization plan that was acceptable to the
New Jersey Department of Envirormental Protection and provided the basis
for municipal stormwater permitting by municipaliies within GloC-ceste
County.
Procedures USed For The Study
The authc- has rigorously worked with the NJDUP Bureau of Stormwater
Permiiting and Watershed Permitting grouos to advance permitting efforts
aimed at municipalities for stornwater ordininces and controls for
nonpoint source pollution on a watershed basis.

The authur has

cooperated with the SCS, Gloucester County district, to perform
in stream monitoring of rainfall by using ra-n gauges to metsure the
heigh- of water discharging to the basin and to hydrograph the ercsional
capabilities associated with the Hill Branch Watershed, subarea 1,
located in

!OllC

Hill Township. Gloucester Counry.

SimJltaneously, the author requested actual raintall data from tne
Gloucester County Solid Nasate Complex, South Harrison Township weather
station, equipped with a tipping scale and from the Terhel Mill Park,
Hurfville -icping scale.

Together, this data was coTbined and

computated using the SCS's TR-20 computer model to delineate the Hill
Rranch watershed

{Appendix H).

rhe data used in che model.

Actual field data was critical to verify

Otherwise, the model would of beer

hypothetical. Tne Hill Eranch watershed model was factored into the
records and dataoase contained an the SCS's office for soil erosior and
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sediment control plans for permitting on a waearshed basis.

This data

was integrated into the SFF? and EMP wricten guidance document to
signify the importance of collecting field data and to gain an
understanding and appreciation of the watershed.
Conclusions of the Study
-he author has produced a written guidance document for stormwater
permitti-n

by municipalities located within Gloucester County.

This

document may be expanded or mcdified by any rTTnicipality to Lit the
design of BMP's

and

c

SFPv which would curb NPS pollution and erosion.

The author parthcipated in the actual in-stream monitoring necessary for
characterizing a watershed and has made best professional judgments as

to how BMF's should be planned and designed in accordance with a SFPP
acceptable to the NJDEP
Recommendations

for Further Study

The USEPA and the NJDEP need to enact and enforce

the stormwater

regulations for small municipalities since it will not happen in

itself.

These two regulatory agencies need to work together to prooLte NPS
pollution control and prevention strategies on a watershed basis.
recomnended in

As

the "Statewide Wa-ershed Management Approach", the author

agreed that a statewide approach to stormwater permitting and basin
management with equal stakeholder involvement by the state and
municipality was needed.

It

was envisioned that this

document will

assist municipalities in moving forward to design and implement on their
own,

plans that eliminate NPS pollution.
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PLANNING AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
A. OBJECTIVES
This Chapter of the STOREWATER MANAGEMENT FACILITIES MAIHTENANCE MANUAL presents both general recommendations and
specific guidelines to be used in the planning, design, and
review of detention, retention, and infiltration facilities.
The Chapter has been prepared with several purposes in mind:
* To describe the character, magnitude, and extent of

stormwater management facility maintenance problems actually observed in the field and the type and degree of
maintenance efforts required to address them.
* To demonstrate the direct correlation between unwise,
uninformed, or otherwise incorrect planning and design
decisions and subsequent facility maintenance problems.
* To emphasize the ability of sound planning and design
decisions and thorough and enlightened review procedures
to eliminate, reduce, or facilitate maintenance efforts
at stormwater management facilities.
* To illustrate the cost-effectiveness of eliminating
maintenance problems and/or reducing required
maintenance efforts during a facility's planning, design, and review stages.
* To encourage planners, designers, and reviewers to
consider maintenance to be as important as the
hydrologic, hydraulic, structural, and aesthetic aspects
of a proposed stormwater management facility.
* To present planning and design guidelines that will
promote stornwater management facilities that are as
safe, easy, and economical to maintain as possibleB. INTENDED READERS
In light of the objectives listed above, those who will
benefit most from this Chapter are:
* Project Planners and Designers responsible for the
preconstruction development of stornwater management
facilities.
* Engineering Department, Planning Board, and other gov-

ernment agency personnel responsible for the review of
proposed facility designs.
In addition, the information contained in this Chapter can
alert:
PLAN -
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PLANNING AND DESIGN GUIDELINES
A SWMF which, similar to a detention
Retention Facility:
and discharges its
facility, temporarily impounds runoffto a downstream conoutflow through a hydraulic structure facility, however, a
veyance system- Unlike a detention
impoundment
retention facility also includes a permanent
non-rainfall
during
even
wet,
and, therefore, is normally
stored above
periods. Storm runoff inflows are temporarily
this permanent impoundment.
and provide
Finally, to further organize our presentation
let's
SWMF's,
of
aspects
thorough coverage of all pertinent
componentsmajor
various
its
break each facility type into
These are:
Outlets
A. Bottoms and Permanent Pools F. EmergencyMeasures
Flow
Low
GB. Dams, Embankments, and
H. Vegetative Cover
Side Slopes
I. Trash Racks
C. principal Outlets
J. Aocess
T. Outflow Systems
K. perimeters
E. Inlets
listed above are selfWhile most of the component names
ot each are presented in
explanatory, complete descriptions
to refer to them whenTable 2-1 on Page Plan-10. Feel tree
ever necessaryP. WHY WORRY ABOUT MAINTENANCE lOW?
And now is a perfect
question.
We're glad you asked that we
specific planning and
into
get
time to answer it, before
design guidelines.
the Department of
Prior to the development of this manual,
an extensive field invesEnvironmental protection conducted
throughout the State.
tigation of more than 50 SWMFs located
in part, to identify the
This investigation was conducted,
problems at acnature, severity, and extent of maintenance
that planning and design
tual SWMFs and determine the role
of those problems.
played in the creation or worsening
revealed that
Among other results, the field investigations
maintenance problems, including
most of the observed SWMF unsolvable
without massive infusome which were virtually
work, could be traced to
sions of time, money, and hardand
These
design process.
shortcomings in the planning
effective
of
lack
a
of
shortcomings may have been the result
or inaccurate deinadequate
planning and design standards,
the failure to realize
sign and review procedures, or simply
maintain the SWMF that,
that, someday, someone would have to
at the time, existed only on paper.
seen that the eliminaRegardless of the culprit, it can be
design, and review
tion of these breakdowns in the planning,
of SWMF maintenprocess will greatly reduce the incidence
pLAN -
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include changes in interest
This simplistic example does notdisposal problems, or other
rates and maintenance costs,
how efforts to reduce
variables, but it clearly demonstrates and design stage can
Sw$F maintenance during the planning
It is also
ratio.
have a decidedly positive benefit/cost
impact on
great
a
having
important to recognize that, while costs, the use of the
reducing long-term maintenance
presented in this Chapter
guidelines and recommendations increasing actual planning,
should have a minimal impact on
costs. In addition,
design, review, and even construction of our regular planas these guidelines become more a partthe extra cost to imning, design, and review procedures,
lessplement them will become less and
dollar value on all of the
It is difficult to put an exact planning and design of a
benefits to be gained from the
often, as field inspections
"mlinimum maintenance" SWMF. ToO SWMF can become a serious
have shown, a poorly designed
maintenance efforts to
safety hazard, despite considerable unsafe structural conrange from
prevent it. These hazards
capacity, which may threaten
hydraulic
ditions or inadequate
to unintended standing water,
downstream lives and property, to children and adults alike.
which poses a drowning threat
is the creation
One safety hazard of particular significance
Due to their ability to
of mosquito breeding habitats.
mosquitoes must be contransmit viruses and other diseases,areas where contact with
trolled, particularly in developed greatest. Unfortunately,
is the
humans and domestic animals the
very same areas where most
are
as can be seen, these
of
All mosquitoes have four stages
SWMFs are constructed.
female
adult
and adult. The
development - egg, larva, pupa,of water or, in some species,
bodies
lays her eggs on still
water
mud or fallen leaves. beThe
on moist surfaces such asinches
found in
can
and
depth
in
bodies need only be mere
tire ruts, and even in the
surface depressions, scour holes,
batch may contain from 100 to
voids of riprap linings- Each
weather and her stamina,
300 eggs and, depending upon the
several times without
the female may repeat the processwater, the eggs quickly
Suspended by the
mating again.
grow rapidly into pupae and
hatch into larvae, which then
It is possible for
then emerge as flying adult mosquitoes.
life cycle in 7 to 1D days,
mosquitoes to complete their
in the aquatic stage.
with approximately half being spent
still
that, wherever water remains
of
Therefore, it can be seen
generation
one
least
at
or stagnant for only 4 to 5 days,several hundred can be bred.
mosquitoes numbering upwards of stagnant, the greater the
The longer the water remains
potential for mosquito breeding-

PLAN - 5
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and structural
like some of those hydrologic, hydraulic, the
recommended
them,
to
Compared
aspects you've mastered.
and
assimilate
to
easy
be
should
maintenance considerations
even expand upon. Let's briefly review them:
1. Maintainablity
is
it's a complicated word, but the concept it represents
As you plan or design your stormwater management
simple:
required
facility, always attempt to (1) eliminate as much
of
maintenance as possible; (2) facilitate the performance (3)
and
remain;
still
which
tasks
those recuired maintenance
maintenance
prevent the need for emergency or extraordinary
goals as
three
these
use
should
efforts. Project reviewers
SWMFs.
criteria in deciding the suitability of proposed
2. Accessibility
the various
In order for proper maintenance to be performed, itself must
facility
the
indeed,
components of the SWMF and,
equipment. Physbe accessible by maintenance personnel and barriers
such as
legal
and
fences
ical barriers such as
easement restrictions can negate even the best maintenance
Keep in mind such things as depressed curbs,
programs.
and
fence gates, access roads, manhole steps, handrails,
or
designing,
planning,
you're
other access features when
A complete list of access
reviewing your next SWMF.
following sections regarding
the
guidelines is presented in
Detention,

Retention, and Infiltration facilities.

3. Durability
materials,
The use of strong, durable, and noncorrodible
components, and fasteners can greatly reduce required
These include; lightweight, nonmaintenance efforts.
orifice
corrodible metals such as aluminum for trash racks, grasses
plates, and access hatches; hardy, disease-resistant outlet
for
for bottoms and side slopes; reinforced concrete
and
channel
for
gabions
structures and inlet headwalls; and
here's
last,
to
If you want your project
outlet linings.
save maintenance dollars as well. The inand
how to do it,
pay off in
itial investment in high quality materials will
the long run.
4. ConStructability
good planThe road to maintenance headaches is paved with
Before
awry.
went
ning and design intentions that somehow
and
completed
the construction plans and specifications are concise, and
clear,
approved, make sure they are complete,
PLAN -
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C. PLAhlING AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

question
Now that we've asked our Four W's, you may have a
technical
present
pages
following
for us; namely, HOW? The
planning and design guidelines regarding each of the major
components of detention, retention, and infiltration
simple
facilities. They are presented by facility type for
diagrams.
and
drawings
descriptive
reference and include
and
They're intended to assist planners, designers,
of
levels
minimum
require
that
SWMFs
reviewers in developing
simple maintenance.
on the
It is important to note that the guidelines presented other
all
with
conjunction
in
following pages should be used
rehydrologic, hydraulic, structural, aesthetic, and legal not
are
and
facility
quirements pertinent to the proposed
also that
intended to replace them in any way. Remember
adrequire
may
and
unique
is
each project and facility site
guidelines
the
Therefore,
ditional or stricter measures.
each time
should be combined with ingenuity and creativity
they're used.
develFinally, the guidelines should serve to stimulate the
to
approaches
design
and
opment of additional planning ideas
typical
process,
this
in
To assist
SWMF maintenance.
are also
maintenance problems actually observed in the field
prior
just
component,
presented for each facility type and
problems
these
Keep
to the technical guidelines themselves.
in mind as you review and implement the guidelines.

pLAN -
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TABLE 2-1 (CONTTNUED)
COMPONENT

___-________

DESCRIPTION

__-------__------------------------------______

Upstrean surface and subsurface
conveyance measures which discharge
inflow into facility.
[All Facility Types]

INLETS ....................

subsurface
OUTFLOW SYSTEMS ............ Downstream surface andwhich
receive
systems
conveyance
outlets.
principal
from
outflows
[Detention and Retention Facilities]
PERIMETER..................Area immediately adjacent to
facility.
[All Facility Types]
Accessibility of various components
by maintenance personnel and equipment.
[All Facility Types]

ACCESS .................

VEGETATIVE COVER ...........

elf-explanatory.
[All Facility Types]

have been deNOTE: The component descriptions presented above Other
and/or
veloped for this SWMF Maintenance Manual.
additional descriptions may be employed in other publications
and by other jurisdictions and agencies,

PLAN -
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DETENTION FACILITIES

A. BOTTOMS
increase
Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily
proper maintenance include:
* standing water

* poor Grass Growth

* Soggy Surfaces

* Excessive Sedimentation

* Limited Access

standing water
1. To promote complete emptying and prevent
have a minimum
or soggy surfaces, vegetated bottoms should
structure or
slope of 2 per cent and be graded to the outlet
low flow channel.
prevent standing water
2. To promote complete emptying and in
the bottom should be
or soggy surfaces, the lowest point
groundwater level
at least 4 feet above the seasonally high
are provided.
or bedrock unless adequate subsurface drains
to avoid delaying sched3. To provide adequate drying time,
mosquito breeding,
prevent
to
and
uled maintenance efforts,
not exceed 4B
the maximum storage or ponding duration should
hours.
efforts, topsoils
4. To avoid delaying scheduled maintenance permeable to aland subsurface soils should be sufficiently
low both rapid infiltration and evaporation.
principal outlet
5. Subsurface drains connected to the
discharge point are
structure, low flow channel, or other
drying of the faencouraged to promote quick and thoroughbe taken to prevent
cility bottom. In doing so, care should
the basin's
stormwater inflow fro)m inadvertently bypassing additional
for
(See G. LOW FLoW HEASURES
outlet controls.
details.)
6.

as mowing and
To minimize routine grass maintenance such are relatively
that
the use of grass varieties

fertilizing,
conditions are enslow growing and tolerant of poor soil
are
Information on grass varieties and mixtures
couraged.
Conservation
Soil
available from such agencies as the local
de(See H. VEGETATIVE COVER for additional
Districts.
tails.)
and other vegetative
7. To promote lasting growth, grasses
weather and
covers should be compatible with the prevailing
and
inundation
soil conditions and tolerant of periodic
additional
for
(See H. VEGETATIVE COVER
runoff pollutantsdetails.)
should be
8. To facilitate removal efforts, sedimentation
use of
The
areas.
promoted at localized, readily accessible
is-encouraged,
points
sediment traps at inflow and outflow
PLAN -13
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DETENTION FACILITIES
measures or nonface and subsurface soil stabilization
In doing
necessary.
as
vegetated linings should be utilized
irother
and
riprap,
so, avoid the use of loose stones,
weeds
of
removal
hand
require
regular lining materials which
personand debris and may be a safety hazard to maintenance
nel.
bordered by grass
5. All nonvegetative linings which are
mowing along all
complete
should be designed to permit

edges.
6.

be checked to
The effects of rapid pool drawdown should

prevent sloughing.
operation of
7. For safe movement of personnel and safe
3 feet of
within
constructed
equipment, fences should not be
5
exceeds
that
slope
side
either the top or toe of any
horizontal to 1 vertical.

C.

PRINCIPAL OUTLETS

impede
Typical problems that
include:
proper maintenance

or

unnecessarily

increase

* Limited Access
Deterioration
* structural
* Vandalism
* Corroded Appurtenances
Accumulation
Debris
* Excessive
should be
structures
outlet
principal
1. For durability,
cement
II
Type
containing
concrete
of reinforced
constructed
3,000
of
28-day compressive strength
and having a specified
apall
with
be designed in accordance
Concrete shall
pSI.
edicurrent
the
codes and requirements, including
plicable
Construction
Building
for
Requirements
of Building Code
tion
Institute.
Concrete
(ACI 318) of the American
access
including
appurtenances,
all
2. For durability,
orifice and weir
railings,
racks, gratings,
trash
hatches,
of lightweight,
constructed
be
should
and fasteners
plates,
should be sufstrengths
Material
materials.
noncorrodible
or failure.
ficient to withstand design loads without damage
should be constructed from
and weir plates
orifice
<. outlet
The
noncorrodible material.
lightweight,
aluminum or other
nonwith
structure
the
to
should be fastened
plates
or
neoprene
of
gasket
A
fasteners.
removable
corrodible,
the
and
plate
should be placed between the
similar material
which
over
wall
structure
the
in
wall. The opening
structure
of
area
the
twice
least
at
have
should
bolted
is
the plate
expansionfuture
facilitate
or weir to
orifice
the outlet
information.)
additional
for
(see PLATE 2-A
PLAN -
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DETENTION FACILITIES
by maintenance person4. To facilitate access and movement
have a minimum
nel, principal outlet structures should
J. ACCESS for
(See
horizontal interior dimension of 4 feet.
additional details.)
structure should be
5. Vital parts of the principal outlet
personnel durreadily and safely accessible to maintenance
Temporary
ing both normal and emergency conditions.
acceptable for emergency
measures such as ladders are only
action plan.
conditions as part of an approved emergency
(See J. ACCESS for additional details.)
and the con6. To minimize both required maintenance
outlets
principal
sequences of inadequate maintenance,for outfloT control
should avoid utilizing moving parts
whenever possible.
should have a mini7. To facilitate cleaning, outlet pipesshould be constructed
mum diameter of 1S inches. The pipes
concrete.
of durable materials, such as reinforced
principal outlet struc8. Grading and landscaping around
mowing, trimming, de-

tures should be designed to facilitate
tasks. Grassed
bris removal, and other general maintenance
3 horizontal
exceed
not
slopes which require mowing should
nowing
require
not
to I vertical. Vegetated cover which does
slopes
steeper
where
used
or nonvegetated linings should be
are necessary.
personnel with
9. Stable areas which provide maintenance
upstream face of

firm footing should be provided at thesuch as reinforced
Linings
principal outlet structures.
should be considered.
riprap
grouted
and
concrete, gabions,
bordered by grass
10. All nonvegetative linings which are mowing along all
should be designed to permit complete
edges.
outlet structure
11. Dry weather flow through a principal
routine interior maintenance
should not interfere with pipes
and channels, drop strucflow
Benching, low
tasks.
utilized to convey low
tures, or similar measures should be
flow into and through the structure.
be designed to dis12. Principal outlet structures should
courage vandalism and graffiti.

PLAN - 17
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DETENTION FACILITIES
sediment
significantly reduce the frequency of required
removal operations.

have a mini5. To facilitate cleaning, inflow pipes should
pipes should
the
nmn diameter of 18 inches- For durability,
be constructed of reinforced concrete.
should be
6. Grading and landscaping around facility inlets
and
removal,
debris
facilitate mowing, trimming,

designed to
which reother general maintenance tasks. Grassed slopes
vertical.
1
to
quire mowing should not exceed 3 horizontal
or nonmowing
Vegetated cover which does not require
slopes are
vegetated linings should be used where steeper

necessary.
with
7. stable areas which provide maintenance personnel
firm footing should be provided at facility inlets. Linings
riprap
such as reinforced concrete, gabions, and grouted
should be considered.
by grass
8. All nonvegetative linings which are borderedalong all
should be designed to permit complete mowing
edges,
not inter9. Dry weather flow from a facility inlet should
Benching, low flow
fere with routine maintenance tasks.
measures
pipes and channels, drop structures, or similar
to the
inlet
the
from
flow
low
convey
to
should be utilized
principal outlet.
F. EMERGENCY OUTLETS
-----------_______

increase
Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily
proper maintenance include:
* Difficult to Clean

* Excessive Sedimentation

* Erosion and Scour

* Displaced Lining

whenever
1. Grass and other vegetative cover is encouraged
Surpermit.
constraints
flow velocities and other design
be
should
measures
face and subsurface soil stabilization
reduce
to
and
velocities
utilized to increase allowable flow
[Note: Safe passage of emergency overerosion and scour.
be comflows must receive first priority and must not
lining.]
outlet
promised by selection of emergency
above),
2. Where nonvegetative linings are required (see 1
re
which
linings
loose stone, riprap, and other irregular
avoided.
be
should
debris
quire hand removal of weeds and

PLAN -
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cannot be
2. Where disturbance of existing vegetation
with
vegetation
avoided, replacement with low maintenance
(self-weeding)
allelopathic
strong resistance to disease and
In general, grass will be
characteristics is encouraged.
erosion proteceasier to establish and will provide better
The use
vegetation.
tion than other types of ground cover
and
growing
slow
of grass varieties that are relatively
routine
minimize
will
tolerant of poor soil conditions
maintenance tasks such as mowing and fertilizing.
can be substantially
The need for supplemental fertilizing
a percentage of
reduced when the vegetative cover includesclover and other
nitrogen fixing species, such as white
costs, a
In addition to minimizing maintenance
legumes.
the
minimize
also
reduction in required fertilization will
runoff.
nitrate
and
potential pollution effects of nitrogen
and other vegetative
3. To promote lasting growth, grasses
prevailing weather and
covers should be compatible with the
inundation and
soil conditions and tolerant of periodic
runoff pollutants.
depth of suitable
4. To promote lasting growth, an adequate
covers. A
vegetative
all
below
topsoil should be provided
minimum thickness of 6 inches is reconeended.
should include re5. Construction plans and specifications
all vegetative
quirements for establishing and maintaining
covers.

vegetated surfaces
6. The effects of sediment removal from
cover.
appropriate
of
selection
should be considered in the
covers is available
7. Additional information on vegetative
Service,
Conservation
Soil
from such agencies as the USDA
Resource
Jersey
South
the
local Soil Conservation Districts,
Cooperative
N.J.
the
Conservation and Development Council,
County CooperaExtension Service of Rutgers University, and
Consultation with these
tive Extension Service offices. design,
and review is enagencies during facility planning,
couraged.
I. TRASH RACKS
increase
Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily
proper maintenance include:
* Difficult to Remove
* Difficult to Clean
* Excessive Debris
* Structural Failure

PLAN -
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DETENTION FACILITIES
9. A suitable number of gates should be provided in all
fences. The gates should be wide enough to allow passage of
They should be apnecessary equipment and personnel.
propriately located so that they can be fully opened without
interference by trees, parked cars, existing or proposed
grades, or other obstructions. If it is necessary to lock a
gate, it should be done with a noncorrodible chain and padlock, This will permit the installation of additional padlocks on the chain (each padlock becomes a link in the
chain), thereby allowing authorized access through the gate
by more than one person without the need for multiple keys.
10. Safe, suitable access for maintenance personnel and
equipment should be provided to the exterior of each facilIn doing so, avoid remote component locaity component.
tions, steep slopes, unstable surfaces and linings, and narrow walkways.
11. Suitable access should be provided along both sides of a
fence for mowing, trimming, and fence repair.
12. Safe, suitable access for maintenance personnel and
equipment should be provided to the interior of the principal outlet. In doing so, avoid heavy hatches, gratings, and
other covers.
Railings, grab rails, slip-resistant steps,
low flow channels, benchings, and hinged, lightweight access
covers greatly facilitate interior maintenance.
Sufficient
interior space should also be provided. A minimum horizontal dimension of 4 feet is recommended.
13. At subsurface detention facilities, suitable access, observation points, and monitoring wells should be provided to
allow inspection and cleaning. Access should be provided to
all major facility
components, particularly at inlets and
the principal and emergency outlets, and wherever sediment
deposits are expected. This will permit sediment and debris
removal through high pressure water spray and vacuum (e.g.,
Jet-Vac).
All access points should be at safe locations on
the surface which can be readily accessed, safely barricaded, and clearly identified.
K. PERIMETERS
Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily increase
proper maintenance include:
* Difficult to Mow or Clean
* Inadequate Size
* Too Close to Adjacent Structures
1, Field evaluations conducted during the development of
this Manual indicate that readily visible detention facilPLAN -
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FOR
FACILITIES
INFILTRATION
STORMWATER
OVERVIEW
Guidelines are intended to
The following Planning and Design
stormwater infiltration facilities
assist in the creation of
level of maintenance. To
that require the least practical
developed to (1) eliminate
accomplish this, they have been
(2) minimize the long term
avoidable maintenance tasks,
(3) facilitate the performamount of regular maintenance,
and (4) reduce the poance of required maintenance tasks, and costly remedial or
tential for extensive, difficult,
emergency maintenance efforts.
herein are intended to
As such, the guidelines presented
facility stansupplement all other applicable infiltration
to hydrologic, hydraulic,
dards, including those pertaining
and aesthetic aspects.
structural, environmental, legal, in conjunction with all
They should also be used creatively
to create stormwater infiltration
other applicable standards
levels of maintenance perfacilities that require minimum
time, and cost.
formed with the least possible effort,
and Design Standards
to assist in their use, the planning component in the folare presented by infiltration facility
lowing order:
D. Emergency Outlets
A. Bottoms
Cover
B. DamS, Embanrkments, and E. Vegetative
Access
F.
Side Slopes
G- Perimeters
C. Inlets
facility component listed
Detailed descriptions of each
on page Plan-10.
above are presented in Table 2-1
section presented below
At the beginning of each component
problems that the guidelines
is a list of common maintenance
to prevent. These probwhich follow have been developed through surveys, interlems, which have been identified
intended to enhance the efvieWS, and site inspections, are
illustrating the guidefectiveness of the guidelines by
They should also serve to
lines' origins and purpose.
additional guidelines by instimulate the development of
designers, and reviewers.
filtration facility planners,
infiltration facility
More detailed information regarding
causes can be found in the
maintenance problems and their
Study Report. Additional
NJDEP's ocean County Demonstration facility planning and deinformation regarding infiltration Guide to Storzwater ManA
sign is published in the RJDEP's
Jerseyagement Practices in New
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5. All nonvegetative linings which are bordered by grass
should be designed to permit complete mowing along all
edges.
6. The effects of rapid pool drawdown should be checked to
prevent sloughing.
7. For safe movement of personnel and safe operation of
equipment, fences should not be constructed within 3 feet of
either the top or toe of any side slope that exceeds 5
horizontal to 1 vertical,
C.

INLETS

Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily increase
proper maintenance include:
* Difficult to Clean
* Excessive Sedimentation

* Erosion and Scour
* Displaced Lining

1. All inflow pipes and culverts should terminate at a headwall or flared end section with adequate outoff walls.
2. Linings placed downstream of facility inlets should accommodate design flows without erosion or scour.
They
should also facilitate removal of sediment and debris.
Avoid loose stone, riprap, and other irregularly shaped
linings which require hand removal of weeds, sediment, and
debris.
(See A. BOTTOMS for additional details.)
3. Consideration should be given to placing localized sediment and debris traps immediately downstream of facility inlets,
(See A. BOTTOMS for additional details,)
4. Provisions to minimize sediment from entering the facility should be considered. Street sweeping, upstream sedimentatior basins and offsite soil stabilization measures can
significantly reduce the frequency of required sediment
removal operations.
5. To facilitate cleaning, inflow pipes should have a minimum diameter of 18 inches. The pipes should be constructed
of durable materials, such as reinforced concrete.
6- Grading and landscaping around facility inlets should be
designed to facilitate mowing, trimming, debris removal, and
other general maintenance tasks.
Grassed slopes which require mowing should not exceed 3 horizontal to 1 vertical,
Vegetated cover which does not require mowing or nonPLAN -
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1. To minimize maintenance efforts, the use of existing, undisturbed site vegetation is encouraged- To do so, the existing site topography must provide adequate storage volume.
2. Where disturbance of existing vegetation cannot be
avoided, replacement with low maintenance vegetation with
strong resistance to disease and allelopathic (self-weeding)
characteristics is encouraged. In general, grass will be
easier to establish and will provide better erosion protecThe use
tion than other types of ground cover vegetation.
of grass varieties that are relatively slow growing and
tolerant of poor soil conditions will minimize routine
maintenance tasks such as mowing and fertilizing.
The need for supplemental fertilizing can be substantially
reduced when the vegetative cover includes a percentage of
nitrogen fixing species, such as white clover and other
In addition to minimizing maintenance costs, a
legumes.
reduction in required fertilization will also minimize the
potential pollution effects of nitrogen and nitrate runoff.
3. To promote lasting growth, grasses and other vegetative
covers should be compatible with the prevailing weather and
soil conditions and tolerant of periodic inundation and
runoff pollutants.
4- To promote lasting growth, an adequate depth of suitable
topsoil should be provided below all vegetative covers. A
minimum thickness of 6 inches is recommiended- The effects
of this topsoil on the basin's ability to infiltrate stormwater runoff must be considered in the basin's design.
5. Construction plans and specifications should include requirements for establishing and maintaining all vegetative
covers.

6. The effects of sediment removal from vegetated surfaces
should be considered in the selection of appropriate cover.
7. Additional information on vegetative covers is available
from the USDA Soil Conservation Service, local Soil Conservation Districts, the South Jersey Resource Conservation and
Development Council, the N.J. Cooperative Extension Service
of Rutgers University, and County Cooperative Extension Service offices. consultation with these agencies during facility planning, design, and review is encouraged.
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INFILTRATION FACILITIES
propriately located so that they can be fully opened without
interference by trees, parked cars, existing or proposed
grades, or other obstructions. If it is necessary to lock a
gate, it should be done with a noncorrodible chain and padlock. This will permit the installation of additional padlocks on the chain (each padlock becomes a link in the
chain), thereby allowing authorized access through the gate
by more than one person without the need for multiple keys.
10. safe, suitable access for maintenance personnel and
equipment should be provided to the exterior of each facilIn doing so, avoid remote component locaity component.
tions, steep slopes, unstable surfaces and linings, and narrow walkways.
11. Suitable access should be provided along both sides of a
fence for mowing, trimming, and fence repair.
12. At subsurface infiltration facilities, suitable access,
observation points, and/or monitoring wells should be provided to allow inspection and cleaning. These access points
should be provided at opposite ends of the facility to
permit sediment removal by high pressure water spray and
vacuum (e.g., Jet-Vac). All access points should be at safe
locations on the surface which can be readily accessed,
safely barricaded, and clearly identified.
G- PERIMETERS
Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily increase
proper maintenance include:
*

* Inadequate Size
Difficult to Mow or Clean
Structures
Adjacent
to
* Too Close

1. Field evaluations conducted during the development of
this Manual indicate that readily visible facilities receive
more and better maintenance than those in less visible, more
remote locations. This finding should be kept in mind durReadily visible facilities can
ing overall site layout.
also be inspected faster and more easily by maintenance and
mosquito control personnel.
2. Fences, when required for safety or other purposes,
should be located to minimize interference with grass mowing
and trimming. Suitable access should be provided along both
sides.
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B. DAMS, EMKIBAMENTS, AND SIDE SLOPES

Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily increase
proper maintenance include:
* Steep Slopes

* Long Slopes

* Sloughing and Erosion
* poor Grass Growth
* Shoreline Deterioration
1. For shoreline protection and to facilitate grass mowing,
a suitable non-erosive lining such as gabions should be
lining
placed along the edge of the permanent pool.the The
permanent
below
and
above
sufficiently
should extend
pool elevation to account for wave heights and run-up. (See
PLATE 2-F for additional information.)
2. Below the permanent pool level, a 4' to 6' wide level
from
area should be provided to prevent people or objects
level
this
sliding into deeper water. The side slope from
that
area to the bottom of the pool should be at a slope
to
will remain stable, usually no steeper than 2 horizontal
(See PLATE 2-F for additional information.)
1 vertical.
be
3. Side slopes greater than 5 feet in height should not
movement
safe
for
vertical,
1
to
steeper than 4 horizontal
Side slopes
of personnel and safe operation of equipment.
to 1
horizontal
3
exceed
not
should
less than 5 feet high
posvertical. Flatter side slopes are recommended wherever
sible.
of
4. For safe movement of personnel and safe operationthan
higher
and
1
to
5
than
equipment, side slopes steeper
15 feet should be terraced at their midpoints. The terrace
should have a minimum width of 3 feet and should be graded
at 2 per cent towards the lower half of the slope.
pro5. Suitable access to and along side slopes should be ACI(See
vided for maintenance personnel and equipment.
CESS for details.)
6. Topsoil and vegetative covers must be protected from erosion caused by local runoff and the slope's steepness. Surnonface and subsurface soil stabilization measures or doing
In
necessary.
vegetated linings should be utilized as
irso, avoid the use of loose stones, riprap, and other
weeds
of
removal
hand
regular lining materials which require
and debris and may be a safety hazard to maintenance personnel.
7, All nonvegetative linings which are bordered by grass
all
should be designed to permit complete mowing along
edges.
PLAN - 43
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to avoid delaying sched8. To provide adequate drying time,
prevent mosquito breeding,
uled maintenance efforts, and to
the permanent
storage or pending duration above
the maximul
pool should not eXceed 48 hours.
should be checked to
9, The effects of rapid pool drawdown
prevent sloughing of the side slopes.
safe operation of
10. For safe movement of personnel and
within 3 feet of
equipment, fences should not be constructed
slope that exceeds 5
either the top or toe of any side
horizontal to 1 vertical.
C. PRINCIPAL OUTLETS
_--------------_---impede
Typical problems that
include:
maintenance
proper

or

unnecessarily

increase

* Limited Access
* Structural Deterioration
* Vandalism
* Corroded Appurtenances
Accumulation
* Excessive Debris
For durability,

principal

outlet structures should be

containing Type II cement
constructed of reinforced concrete
strength of 3,000
and having a specified 28-day compressive
with all ap1.

in accordance
Concrete shall be designed
pSI.
including the current ediplicable codes and requirements,
for Building Construction
tion of Building Code Requirements

Institute.
(ACI 318) of the American Concrete
including access
2. For durability, all appurtenances,
orifice and weir
hatches, trash racks, gratings, railings,
of lightweight,
plates, and fasteners should be constructed
should be sufstrengths
noncorrodible materials. Materialwithout damage or failure.
ficient to withstand design loads
should be constructed from
3. Outlet orifice and weir plates
material. The
aluminum or other lightweight, noncorrodible
structure with nonplates should be fastened to the
of neoprene or
gasket
A
corrodible, removable fasteners.
between the plate and the
similar material should be placed structure wall over which
structure wall. The opening in the
at least twice the area of
the plate is bolted should havefacilitate
future expansionthe outlet orifice or weir to
(See pLATE 2-G for additional information.)
by maintenance person4. To facilitate access and movement should have a minimum
nel, principal outlet structures
(See I. ACCESS for
feet.
horizontal interior dimension of 4
additional details.)
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outlet structure should be
5. Vital parts of the principal
maintenance personnel durreadily and safely accessible to
Temporary
conditions.
ing both normal and emergency acceptable for emergency
measures such as ladders are only
emergency action plan.
conditions as part of an approved
(See W- ACCESS for additional details.)
To minimize both

6,

required maintenance and

the con-

principal outlets
sequences of inadequate maintenance,
outflow control
for
parts
should avoid utilizing moving
possible.
whenever
above the permanent pool elevation

pipes should have a mini7. To facilitate cleaning, cutlet
should be constructed
pipes
The
mum diameter of 18 inches.
concreteof durable materials, such as reinforced
principal outlet struc8. Grading and landscaping around
de-

nowing, trimming,
tures should be designed to facilitate
tasks. Grassed
bris removal, and other general maintenance
3 horizontal
exceed
slopes which require rowing should not
mowing
require
does not
to 1 vertical. Vegetated cover which
slopes
steeper
where
or n0nvegetated linings should be nsed
are necessary,
are bordered by grass
9. All nonvegetative linings which
mowing along all
should be designed to permit complete
edges.
principal outlet structure
10. Dry weather flow through a
interior maintenance
should not interfere with routine
drop strucBenching, low flow pipes and channels,to convey low
tasks.
be utilized
tures, or similar measures should
structure.
the
flow into and through
should be designed to disII. principal outlet structures
courage vandalism and graffiti.
D.

OUTFLOW SYSTEMS

problems
Typical
proper maintenance
t
*

that impede
include:

Clean
to
Difficult
Excessive Sedimentation

or unnecessarily

increase

* Erosion and Scour
* Displaced Lining

downstream of a retention
;. The outflow conveyance system
accommodate facilto
facility should have adequate capacity
outflows and
This will not only allow design
ity outflows.
achieve
help
also
will
but
be attained,
to
water surfaces
required drawdown times.
PLAN -
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are bordered by grass
7. All nonvegetative linings which
mowing along all
should be designed to permit complete
edges.
inlet should not in8. Dry weather flow through a facility
Benching, low flow
tasks.
tertere with routine maintenance
or similar measures
pipes and channels, drop structures,
flow from the inlet into
should be utilized to convey low
the permanent pool.

EfFRGENCY OUTLETS

P.

_------_--------____
or unnecessarily

impede
Typical problems that
include:
proper maintenance

* Erosion and Scour
* Displaced Lining

to Clean
* Difficult
* Excessive sedimentation
Grass and other vegetative

1.

flow velocities and
face and subsurface
utilized to increase
erosion and scour.
flows must receive

increase

cover is

encouraged whenever

Surother design constraints permit.
be
should
soil stabilization measures
reduce
to
and
allowable flow velocities
[Note: Safe passage of emergency overfirst priority and must not be com-

outlet lining.]
promised by selection of eiergency

regquired (see I above),
2. Where nonvegetative linings are
linings which reirregular
loose stone, riprap, and other
should be avoided.
quire hand removal of weeds and debris
which are bordered by grass
3. All nonvegetative linings
complete mowing along all
should be designed to permit
edges.

SIDE SLOPES for information
4. See B. DAMS, EMBANMENTFS, AND slopes.
regarding emergency outlet side
G.

VEGETATIVE COVER

impede or unnecessarily
Typical problems that
proper maintenance include;
Erosion and Scour
to Now
6 Difficult

*

1.

increase

* Poor Growth

use of existing, unTo minimize maintenance efforts, the
is encouraged. To do so, the ex-

disturbed site vegetation
storage volume.
isting site topography must provide adequate
FLAN -
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as well as the consequences
ings and the anticipated debris
of outlet or drain clogging-

rack components, including
2. For durability, all trash
clamps, should be constructed
bars, hinges, fasteners, and
material such as aluminum.
of lightweight, noncorrodible
design strength to
The components should have sufficient
caused by facility outflows,
withstand anticipated loads maintenance personneldebris, and, where necessary,
racks should be comprised
3. To facilitate cleaning, trash
longitudinally (in the
primarily of sloping bars aligned bars, aligned transverse
perpendicular
and
direction of flow).
should be added for strength
flow,
of
to the direction
the
below
should be located
rigidity. These transverse bars
and, if possible, should
top face of the longitudinal bars
(See PLATE 2-H for additional informabe round in section.
tion-)
trash rack bars
4. To minimize the frequency of cleaning,
which may
debris
collect
to
should be spaced close enough
but allow passage of smallblock the outlet orifice or weir
In general, longitudinal bars
er debris which will not.
to 1/3 the diameter of the
should be spaced a distance equal
of the outlet weir. Minimum
outlet orifice or 1/3 the width
and 6 inches on center,
and maximum spacings of 1 inch Transverse bars Should be
respectively, are recommiended.
(See PLATE
and rigidity.
spaced as necessary for strength
2-H for additional information.)
or attached with enn5. Trash racks should be hinged
to allow access to the outcorrodible, removable fasteners
Lightweight
personnele
behind.
let orifice or weir by maintenance
clean
and
repair,
trash racks are easier to lift,
(See pLATE 2-H for additional information.)
should be accessible for
6. TraSh racks at principal outletsthe normal pool elevation
level at
cleaning with the water
facility's maximum design water
the
at
and, if necessary,
stable
Gratings, walkwayS, or other
surface elevation.
principal
all
at
be provided
areas of adequate size should firm footing for maintenance
provide
outlet trash racks to
personnel and equipment.
size should be provided at all
7. Stable areas of adequate
Concrete
pool drains.
trash racks which protect permanent
recommended.
pads or other firm surface is
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I. ACCESS

increase
Typical problems that impede or unnecessarily
proper maintenance include:
Components
* Inadequate or Unsafe Access to Facility
* Heavy Gratings and Hatches
Corroded Locks
* Lack of Fence Gates

*

from a street or
1. The facility must be readily accessible
easemaintenance
and
other public right-of-way. Inspection
be
should
right-of-way,
ments, connected to the street or
of
provided around the entire facility.

The exact limits

specified on the
the easements and rights-of-way should be
project plans and other appropriate documents.
development of
2. Field evaluations conducted during theretention facilthis Manual indicate that readily visible
than those in less
ities receive more and better maintenance
should be kept
visible, more remote locations. This finding
Readily visible
in mind during overall site layout.
more easily by
facilities can also be inspected faster and
maintenance and mosquito control personnel.
enough to allow
3. Access roads and gates should be wideand equipment, inpassage of necessary maintenance vehicles
mosquito control
cluding trucks, backhoes, grass mowers, and
15
In general, a minimum right-of-way width of
equipment.
recommended.
is
feet and a minimum roadway width of 12 feet
provided where
4. To facilitate entry, a curb cut should be
an access road meets a curbed roadway.
access
5, To allow sate movement of maintenance vehicles,
retention
all
of
shoreline
ramps should be provided to the
feet in height.
facilities with side slopes greater than 5
in grade.
cent
per
10
All access ramps should not exceed
and suitably
6. Access roads and ramps should be stable
maintenance
by
damage
other
lined to prevent rutting and
vehicles and equipment.
turnaround
7. When backing-up is difficult or dangerous, roadsaccess
all
of
areas should be provided at the end
vehicle and
8. To expedite overall maintenance efforts,
near each
or
at
provided
equipment staging areas should be
facility site.
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and
3. To allow safe movement of maintenance personnel
beyond
feet
3
least
at
equipment, fences should be located
to 1
the top or toe of any slope steeper than 5 horizontal
vertical.

4. Fences should be constructed of durable, vandal-resistant
materials. Fences must meet all local code requirements.
fences in
5. To minimize the amount of required trimming,
with
practical,
grassed areas should be installed, whenever
allow
to
grade
a bottom rail set high enough above finished
mowing beneath it.
facilities
6. Grassed areas beyond the tops of retention
effecshould have a minimum slope of 2 per cent to promote
tive surface drainage and thorough drying.
discourage
7. Perimeters should be planned and designed to
debris.
and
trash
of
dumping
vandalism and
allow move8. Facility perimeters should be large enough to
control
mosquito
and
maintenance
of
ment and operation
the
between
feet
25
of
width
perimeter
equipment- A minimun
along at
facility and adjacent structures is recommended
This portion of the
least one side of the facility.
street or
perimeter should be readily accessible from a
other public right-of-way.
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AuIt.)
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NO
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PASS=001 SUMMARY
0FULLPRINT
nnnl
-_0n
n
POST DEVEL.
TRIBUTARY
BRANCH
HILL
RACCOON CK,
TILE
(BASINS & DIRECT)
DEVELOPMENT
RUNOFF FROM
ITLE
02
3 STRUCT
0.00
0.00
92.75
8
0.04
0'.11
93.00
B
0.51
0.34
94.00
8
1.14
6.30
95.00
B
1.77
30.88
96.00
2.60
47.28
96.50
B
9 ENDTBL
1.0
00O
2 XSECTN
0.0
0.0
92.0
B
5.0
.1
10
93.0
8
12.0
61.8
94.0
8
21.0
132.2
95.0
9 ENDTBL
0.1
A DIMHYD
.896
.655
.356
.111
0.0
B
0.656
0.737
0.828
0.929
1.000
8
0.371
0.415
0.465
0.521
0.584
8
0.212
0.237
0.265
0.296
0.331
8
0.123
0.138
0.153
0.170
0.190
0.066
0.076
0.08
0.097
0.109
0.027
0.033
0.041
0.049
0,057
8
S
0.013
0.015
0.018
0.021
0.024
8
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.011
0.012
0.0
0.005
0.005
0.006
0.006
9 ENDTBL
1.34
72.
1 .038
01
6 RUNOWF 1
362
1
2
6 REACH 3 001
0.43
72.
02
3 .022
6 RUNOFF 1
92.75
4
3
2
02
6 RESVOR
1
245
6 ADDHYD A6 002
ENRATA
0 1
7 INCREM 6
4 2 01
1.
3.4
O.
01
002
7 COMPUT 7
ENDCMP 1
01
A 2
1.
5.3
0.
01 002
7 COM-UT 7
ENDCMP 1
4 2 01
1.
5.9
0
01 002
7 COMPUT 7
ENOJCMP 1
EhDJOB 2

02
10

25

SUMMARY
FULLPRINT PASS-001
roB TR-20 0001
RACCOON CK, HILL BRANCH TRIBUTARY POST DEVEL. RUlOFF
'ITLE
CALIBTATION MODEL
:YTLE
0.5 RAINFL 7
0.43
0.10
8
0.85
0.74
B
0.98
0.97
8
9 ErNTBL
02
STRUCT
92.75
93.00
94.00
95.00
96.00
96.50
ENDTBL
1.0
001
XSECTN
92.0
93.0
94.0
95.0
ENDTBL
0.1
DIMHYD
.111
0.0
0.929
1.000
0.521
0.584
0.296
0.331
0.170
0.190
0.097
0.109
0.049
0.057
0.021
0.024
0.011
0.012
0.006
0. 06
ENDTBL
038
1
01
RUNOFF 1
2 362
1
REACH 3 001
3 .022
02
RUNOFF 1
92.75
4
02 3
RESVOR 2
2 4 5
ADDHYD 4 002
ENDATA
0.1
INCREM 6
0.
01 002
COMPUT 7
ENDCMP 1
ENDJOB 2

(BASINS & DIRECT)

0.68
0.89
0.98

0.68
0.90
0.98

0,00
O .11
0.34

0.00

6.30

1.14

30.88
47.28

.77
2.60

0.0
18.1
61. S8
132.2

0.0

.356
0.828
0.465
0.265
0,153
0.086
0.041
0.018
0.009
0.005

+655
0.?37

72.

0.25

72.

. 10

0.68
0 95
0.98

0.04
0.51

5.0
12 .0

21.0

0.415
0.237
0.138
0.076
0.033
0.015
0.008
0 005

.896
0.656
0.371
0.212
0.123
0.066
0.027
0.013
0 008
0.0

1
1.

7 3

01

02

